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This dissertation seeks to explore alternative methodologies for estimating green 
leaf area index (LAI) and crop developmental stages. Specifically this research [1] 
developed an approach for creating a Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) high spatial resolution product for estimating green LAI on the base of data 
collected using two different close-range sensors.  It was determined that the vegetation 
indices (VIs) Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation Index (WDRVI) and Enhanced 
Vegetation Index 2 (EVI2) were capable of accurate estimation of green LAI from 
MODIS 250 m data using models developed from hyperspectral (RMSE < 0.69 m2 m-2; 
CV < 33%) or multispectral sensors (RMSE < 0.69 m2 m-2; CV < 34%). [2] Explored a 
new approach for maximizing the sensitivity of VIs to green LAI. Rather than use one 
VI, we suggested using multiple VIs in different LAI dynamic ranges. Thus, the 
sensitivity of the VI to the green LAI was preserved and simpler linear models could be 
used instead of complex non-linear ones. Two combined vegetation indices (CVI) were 
presented using near infrared and either the red or red edge bands and were accurate in 
estimating green LAI. While the red band is more common in satellite sensors, the 
indices use red edge band were found to be species independent for maize and soybean. 
The two species-independent VIs used in the CVI were Red Edge Normalized Difference 
 
 
  
Index (Red Edge NDVI) and Red Edge Chlorophyll Index (CIred edge). [3] Algorithms 
were developed for estimating green LAI in four vastly different crops (maize, potato, 
soybean, and wheat) that do not require re-parameterization.  The most promising VIs for 
developing a unified algorithm utilized either a green or red edge bands. [4] It was found  
that, in addition to traditionally used (VIs), the 2-dimensional spectral spaces (e.g. red vs. 
green reflectance) were capable of identifying four distinct stages of crop development 
(e.g. soil/residue, green-up, vegetative, and senescence).  
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Chapter 1 : Introduction and background 
One of the most commonly utilized vegetation biophysical characteristics is leaf 
area index, LAI (Buermann et al., 2001; Bulcock & Jewitt, 2010; Fang et al., 2011). LAI 
is the ratio of leaf area per ground area typically reported with the units m2 m-2 (Watson, 
1947). The green LAI is the ratio of green photosynthetically active leaf area per ground 
area (Daughtry et al., 1992) and is typically utilized instead of LAI since it is a measure 
of leaf area participating in photosynthesis. Green LAI is a metric commonly used in 
climate (Buermann et al., 2001), ecological (Bulcock & Jewitt, 2010; Richardson et al., 
2011), and crop models (Casa et al., 2012), as well as for estimating crop vegetation 
status (Bobée et al., 2012), light-use efficiency (Claverie et al., 2012; Garbulsky et al., 
2011), and yield (Fang et al., 2011; Guindin-Garcia et al., 2012). 
Various techniques based on remotely sensed data have been employed for 
assessing green LAI (Doraiswamy et al., 2003; Hatfield et al., 2004, 2008; le Maire et al., 
2008; Pinter et al., 2003). Vegetation indices (VIs) are a widely employed remote sensing 
technique for monitoring various crop characteristics (Hatfield & Prueger, 2010; Huang 
et al., 2012) including green LAI, primarily due to their simplicity in application and ease 
of data processing. Most VIs incorporate reflectance in a few wavebands that can be 
collected mainly by satellite broadband sensors (e.g., Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer, MODIS, and Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer, MERIS, 
among others). While narrow band and hyperspectral data can be used, it is often not 
necessary (Broge & Leblanc, 2001) except in cases of sparse canopy and high 
background reflectance (Elvidge & Chen, 1995), or to distinguish between similar 
classes, as is the case in monitoring crop P and K content (Pimstein et al., 2011) or weed 
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identification (Shapira et al., 2013). This is usually not the case in many managed 
agricultural systems (e.g. treated with herbicides, irrigated) after the initial stages of crop 
growth. Several studies have examined the relationship between VIs and green LAI 
(Broge & Leblanc, 2001; J. Liu et al., 2012); however, few studies have examined this 
relationship in the context of multiple crops with a wide range of leaf structures and 
canopy architectures.  
VIs, particularly the normalized difference vegetation index, NDVI (Rouse et al., 
1974) and the simple ratio, SR (Jordan, 1969), are the most widely used. However, NDVI 
is prone to saturation at moderate-to-high green LAI values (Asrar et al., 1984; Baret & 
Guyot, 1991; Buschmann & Nagel, 1993; Curran & Steven, 1983; Gitelson, 2004; 
González-sanpedro et al., 2008; Huete et al., 2002; Kanemasu, 1974; Myneni et al., 1995, 
2002; Sellers, 1985; Wu et al., 2007) and requires re-parameterization for different 
crops/species. The saturation of NDVI has been attributed to insensitivity of reflectance 
in the red region at moderate-to-high green LAI values due to the high absorption 
coefficient of chlorophyll. For green LAI below 3 m2 m-2, total absorption by a canopy in 
the red range reaches 90-95% and further increases in green LAI do not bring additional 
changes in absorption and reflectance (Gitelson, 2011; Hatfield et al., 2008). Another 
reason for the decrease in sensitivity of NDVI to moderate-to-high green LAI values is 
the mathematical formulation of that index. At moderate-to-high green LAI, the NDVI is 
dominated by near infrared (NIR) reflectance. Because scattering by cellular/leaf 
structure causes the NIR reflectance to be high and the absorption by chlorophyll causes 
the red reflectance to be low, NIR reflectance is considerably greater than red reflectance: 
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e.g., for green LAI = 3 m2 m-2, NIR reflectance is around 40%, while red reflectance is 
below 5%. Thus, NDVI becomes insensitive to changes in both red and NIR reflectances.  
In contrast to NDVI, VIs such as the simple ratio (SR), MEdium Resolution 
Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) terrestrial chlorophyll index (MTCI), and chlorophyll 
indices (CIs) are less sensitive to low values of green LAI; however, they show an 
increase in sensitivity to moderate to high green LAI (Nguy-Robertson et al., 2012; Viña 
et al., 2011). It also has been demonstrated that the red-edge inflection point (REIP) is a 
good predictor of widely variable green LAI in potato and wheat (Herrmann et al., 2011).  
Other commonly used VIs include the enhanced vegetation index, EVI (Huete et 
al., 1997, 2002), its alternative form, EVI2 (Jiang et al., 2008), and the triangular 
vegetation index, TVI (Broge & Leblanc, 2001). While the EVI is more sensitive to 
moderate-to-high LAI than NDVI, it was also found to be sensitive to canopy architecture 
(Gao et al., 2000), and it does not relate well to LAI during the senescence stages (Wang 
et al., 2005). The TVI relates the difference between reflectance in the NIR and red 
regions to the magnitude of reflectance in the green region, thus, defining a triangle in a 
three dimensional spectral space. While the TVI is less affected by atmospheric 
properties when compared to typical vegetation indices, it is sensitive to differences in 
canopy structure and soil background (Broge & Leblanc, 2001). To minimize the 
sensitivities of TVI, a soil adjustment factor has been introduced in a modified version of 
the TVI, MTVI (Haboudane et al., 2004). The same study found that a second modified 
version (MTVI2) was accurate in estimating green LAI in different canopy structures that 
were simulated through radiative transfer models. Another investigation, aimed at 
examining green LAI in wheat, found that MTVI2 was more sensitive than NDVI to 
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green LAI at higher green LAI values; however, it was sensitive to heading (i.e. 
flowering), which is not a component of green LAI, but nevertheless affects the 
reflectance of crop canopies (Smith et al., 2008). 
VIs that incorporate bands in the spectral transition zone between absorption by 
pigments and scattering by leaves/canopies, termed the “red edge region” (between 700 
and 740 nm), were introduced to increase the sensitivity to moderate-to high vegetation 
densities and estimate total chlorophyll content and green LAI (Dash & Curran, 2004; 
Gitelson & Merzlyak, 1994; Gitelson et al., 2003b). Radiation in the red edge region 
penetrates deeper into the leaves and canopies than radiation in the visible region due to a 
lower absorption coefficient in the former than in the latter. Thus, higher values of 
chlorophyll content and green LAI are required to decrease the sensitivity of red edge VIs 
to green LAI (Ciganda et al., 2008; Dash & Curran, 2004; Gitelson, 2011). Some of the 
red edge VIs constitute transformations of existing VIs, such as the red edge NDVI 
(Gitelson & Merzlyak, 1994), which replaces the red band with one in the red edge 
region. Others constitute semi-analytical procedures for estimating pigment content in 
diffuse media, such as the Chlorophyll Indices, CI (Gitelson et al., 2003a). While the CIs 
were developed for estimating chlorophyll content, they also correlate closely with green 
LAI since total canopy chlorophyll content has been shown to be closely related to green 
LAI (Ciganda et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2011). Therefore, CIs are suitable for estimating 
green LAI (Brantley et al., 2011; Gitelson et al., 2003b), but particularly for moderate-to-
high green LAI values. For instance, it was found that VIs utilizing the red edge region 
(710-730 nm) were more accurate for estimating moderate-to-high green LAI in shrub 
canopies than normalized difference indices (Brantley et al., 2011). However, this study 
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also found that at low-to-moderate green LAI values, normalized difference indices (e.g., 
NDVI) perform better than the CIred edge. The MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index 
(MTCI) also contains a red-edge band, and was developed for the remote estimation of 
total canopy chlorophyll content (Dash & Curran, 2004, 2007). It has been shown that the 
MTCI closely relates with green LAI (Gitelson, 2011).  
Canopy reflectance of several crop species can be influenced by the presence of 
reproductive organs (Pimstein et al., 2009; Viña et al., 2004; Yang & Chen, 2004), thus 
this is likely to reduce the accuracy of the models using VIs sensitive to these changes. 
For green LAI estimation using VIs, it is ideal that the VI selected is not sensitive to 
canopy architecture (e.g. leaf angle distribution), leaf structure (e.g. foliar chlorophyll 
distribution), reproductive organs (e.g. tassels in maize, heading in wheat) and 
heliotropism (e.g. sun-avoidance), such that the relationships green LAI vs. VI would be 
applicable to different vegetation types without requiring algorithm re-parameterization. 
The VIs selected should also be insensitive to soil background and atmospheric effects.  
To minimize the effects of soil background and maximize the sensitivity to foliar 
chlorophyll, it was suggested to combine two VIs by taking a ratio of a VI sensitive to 
chlorophyll and a VI insensitive to soil background, canopy architecture, and LAI 
variability (Daughtry et al., 2000). Thus, combination of indices based on the 
Transformed Chlorophyll Absorption Reflectance Index (TCARI), the MCARI, and the 
OSAVI, such as, TCARI/OSAVI and MCARI/OSAVI, were used to estimate leaf 
chlorophyll content in crops, minimizing the effects of the soil background and the green 
LAI variation (Daughtry et al., 2000; Haboudane et al., 2002). However, the goal of these 
studies was to remove the effect of LAI on the estimation of leaf chlorophyll content 
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(Daughtry et al., 2000; Eitel et al., 2008, 2009; Haboudane et al., 2002), therefore, for this 
study, that particular set of VIs was not considered for estimating green LAI.  
Viña et al., (2011) evaluated the potential effects of soil background on the 
remote estimation of green LAI. For this, they used reflectance spectra of spherical and 
planophile canopies with different green LAI values under two contrasting soil 
backgrounds (i.e., dark and bright), as simulated by the New Advanced Discrete Model 
(Gobron et al., 1997), and used them for calculating three vegetation indices - EVI, MTCI 
and CIred edge. The EVI has been suggested to be less sensitive to background effects 
(Huete et al., 1997), however, the uncertainties of green LAI estimation due to soil 
background effects by all three indices were very similar. In the spherical canopy, the 
errors of EVI, MTCI and CIred edge were 0.25, 0.18, and 0.21 m2 m-2, respectively, while in 
the planophile canopy they were 0.21, 0.20, 0.14 m2 m-2, respectively.  
Maize and soybean plants have contrasting canopy architectures (i.e., maize has a 
predominantly spherical leaf angle distribution while soybean has a predominantly 
planophile/heliotropic leaf angle distribution), and leaf structures (i.e., maize is a 
monocot while soybean is a dicot) that exhibit different chlorophyll distributions along 
the leaf depth (De Wit, 1965; Ehleringer & Forseth, 1980; Idso & de Wit, 1970). 
Additionally, these two species have different physiological pathways (C3 vs. C4). Based 
on contrasting anatomical and physiological traits, these crops are representative of many 
crops types, and most VIs have been shown to respond to them, thus are species- or crop-
specific (Curran & Milton, 1983; Gao et al., 2000; González-sanpedro et al., 2008). 
However, some indices that use red edge bands in their formulation have been shown to 
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be less sensitive to differences among species (Brantley et al., 2011; Gitelson, 2011; 
Gitelson et al., 2005; Viña et al., 2011).  
In addition to estimating green LAI, there is a strong interest in real-time 
monitoring of the plant stage of development as defined by the USA phenological 
network (Betancourt et al., 2005) and SpecNet (Gamon et al., 2006) for detecting the 
impacts of climate change (Hufkens et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 
2003). This definition of plant stage of development should not be confused with the 
definition of phenology as defined for identifying plant developmental and reproductive 
status (Abendroth et al., 2011; Hanway, 1963). VIs have been used to determine plant 
stage of development (Baghzouz et al., 2010; Eklundh et al., 2011; Hmimina et al., 2013; 
Huete, 2012; Soudani et al., 2012). However, this approach has some limitations when 
applied out of context of the data set or to ancillary data. For example, with the same crop 
greenness, the values of most typically utilized VIs (e.g. Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index, NDVI; Enhanced Vegetation Index, EVI) are similar in both the green-
up/leaf-on and senescence stages. Therefore, having reflectance data taken with low 
temporal resolution it is difficult to differentiate between plant stages of development 
without any other ancillary data. In crop systems in Nebraska and most agricultural areas 
of the USA, the date of acquisition is likely enough ancillary information to determine 
crop stage of development (e.g. green-up vs. senescence) using VIs. However, in some 
areas of the world, multiple cropping patterns are common. It is in these regions that it is 
necessary to examine alternative methods for identifying plant stage of development. 
Earlier studies have attempted to achieve near-continuous data sets for monitoring 
plant stage of development by collecting data frequently (2-3 per week) using a close-
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range spectroradiometer (Gitelson et al., 2003b; Goodin & Henebry, 1997; Viña et al., 
2004). However, even with these frequent measurements, changes in plant stage of 
development may be missed. Therefore, instruments that are capable of collecting data 
continuously are commonly used in monitoring plant stage of development and 
physiological status of vegetation. They include light emitting diodes, LEDs (Ryu et al., 
2010), radiometers (Eklundh et al., 2011; Gamon et al., 2006; Sakamoto et al., 2012), and 
digital cameras (Sakamoto et al., 2010, 2011).  
In addition to VIs, spectral spaces, or the relationship between reflectances in 
different spectral bands, can be informative to plant stage of development and 
physiological status of vegetation. The tasseled cap methodology uses various reflectance 
bands in 3-dimensional (3-D) space (Crist & Cicone, 1984a; Crist & Kauth, 1986) for a 
variety of applications such as estimating plant stage of development (Crist & Cicone, 
1984b), differentiating between sagebrush species (Sivanpillai & Ewers, 2013), and use 
in models for predicting wildlife corridors (Squires et al., 2013). Even comparisons of 
reflectances in just two bands can provide information such as the impacts of background 
on reflectance (Broge & Leblanc, 2001; Gobron et al., 1999), land cover estimates 
(Hansen et al., 1998), and estimating vegetation fraction (Gitelson et al., 2002). 2-D 
spectral spaces have been used to estimate periods in plant stage of development, 
primarily by using near infrared (NIR) vs. red reflectance space (Ayyangar et al., 1980). 
Little attention was paid to the use of 2-D spectral spaces with visible spectral bands 
where, in addition to the soil line, the vegetation line is clearly defined (Gitelson et al., 
2002). 
The purposes of the research presented in this thesis are to: 
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1) Demonstrate the use of close-range sensors for monitoring crop stage of 
development 
2) Explore  the sensitivity and accuracy of different vegetation indices for 
estimating green LAI in maize and soybean 
3) Determine if the green LAI vs. VI relationships found for maize and soybean 
are similar to those in potato and wheat 
4) Develop green LAI products from close-range sensors 
5) Apply the green LAI products developed using close-range sensors to a 
satellite sensor 
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Chapter 2 : Materials and methods 
2.1 Study area 
The primary study area included three approximately 65-ha fields involved in the 
Carbon Sequestration Program (Verma et al., 2005) located at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) Agricultural Research and Development Center near Mead, 
Nebraska, U.S.A (41°10"46.8'N, 96°26"22.7'W, 361 m above mean sea level) under 
different management conditions (Figure 2.1). From 2001-2009, one of the fields was 
irrigated maize, the other two were under a maize/soybean rotation either irrigated (via  
center pivots) or rainfed. In 2010, the irrigated maize/soybean field was converted to 
continuous maize. All fields were fertilized and treated with herbicide/pesticides 
following UNL’s best management practices for eastern Nebraska. A summary of the  
 
 
Figure 2.1: Map of the study area in Nebraska, USA 
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Table 2.1: Hybrid, planting density and maximum green leaf area index (green LAI) in 
the three sites studied. Sites 1 and 2 were irrigated with center pivots. Site 3 was rainfed. 
Year Site Crop Hybrid 
Planting 
Density 
(plants ha-1) 
Maximum 
green LAI (m2 
m-2) 
2001 
1 Maize Pioneer 33P67 82,000 6.1 
2 Maize Pioneer 33P67 83,314 6.1 
3 Maize Pioneer 33B51 62,236 3.9 
2002 
1 Maize Pioneer 33P67 81,000 6.0 
2 Soybean Asgrow 2703 370,644 5.5 
3 Soybean Asgrow 2703 370,644 3.0 
2003 
1 Maize Pioneer 33B51 77,000 5.5 
2 Maize Pioneer 33B51 86,667 5.5 
3 Maize Pioneer 33B51 64,292 4.3 
2004 
1 Maize Pioneer 33B51 84,012 5.2 
2 Soybean Pioneer 93B09 370,644 4.4 
3 Soybean Pioneer 93B09 370,644 4.5 
2005 
1 Maize DeKalb 63-75 82,374 5.2 
2 Maize Pioneer 33B51 83,200 4.8 
3 Maize Pioneer 33G68 59,184 4.3 
2006 
1 Maize Pioneer 33B53 84,012 5.3 
2 Soybean Pioneer 31N28 370,644 5.0 
3 Soybean Pioneer 93M11 370,644 4.5 
2007 
1 Maize Pioneer 31N30 80,697 6.3 
2 Maize Pioneer 31N28 78,740 5.7 
3 Maize Pioneer 33H26 62,088 4.1 
2008 
1 Maize Pioneer 31N30 84,469 6.5 
2 Soybean Pioneer 93M11 369,508 4.7 
3 Soybean Pioneer 93M11 369,508 3.6 
2009 
1 Maize Pioneer 32N73 81,108 6.4 
2 Maize Pioneer 32N72 81,108 6.6 
3 Maize Pioneer 33T57 61,446 4.9 
2010 
1 Maize DeKalb 65-63 VT3 81,675 5.7 
2 Maize DeKalb 65-63 VT3 82,382 4.5 
3 Soybean Pioneer 93M11 370,644 3.8 
2011 
1 Maize Pioneer 32T88 80,153 5.8 
2 Maize Pioneer 32T88 81,112 6.1 
3 Maize DeKalb 61-69 VT3 56,834 3.5 
2012 
1 Maize DeKalb 62-97 VT3 84,015 4.7 
2 Maize DeKalb 62-97 VT3 84,015 5.0 
3 Soybean Pioneer 93M43 370,644 3.3 
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hybrids, planting densities, and maximal green leaf area index (green LAI) is in Table 
2.1. Additional details on the study sites in Nebraska can be found in Suyker et al. (2004, 
2010) and Verma et al. (2005). 
A secondary research site growing wheat and potato was located in northwestern 
Negev, Israel (Figure 2.2). All fields consisted of irrigated plots under different nitrogen 
management strategies from 2004 through 2007. The green LAI for potato ranged from 
0.68 to 3.3 m2 m-2 in 2006 and 0.17 to 4.1 m2 m-2 in 2007. The green LAI for wheat 
ranged from 0.12 to 4.5 m2 m-2 in 2004 and 2.77 to 6.4 m2 m-2 in 2005. The nitrogen 
treatment for potato consisted of applications of 0, 100, 215, 335, or 400 kg N ha-1 in 
2006 and 0, 100, 200, 300, or 400 kg N ha-1 in 2007 (Cohen et al., 2010). The nitrogen 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Map of the study area in Israel 
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treatment for wheat was either 50 or 100 kg N ha-1 in both 2004 and 2005. There were a 
total of 11 and 4 field-years for potato and wheat, respectively. Specific details of this 
study site can be found in the papers of Pimstein et al., (2007); Pimstein et al., (2009) and 
Herrmann et al., (2011). 
 
2.2 Ground-truth measurements 
2.2.1 Field measurements 
For the sites located in Nebraska, the green LAI was calculated from the leaf area 
determined from plants harvested from a 1 m length of one or two rows (6 ± 2 plants) 
from six small (20 m x 20 m) plots established in each field. These plots represented all 
major soil types within the field. The plants were collected every 10-14 days from each 
field between emergence and crop maturity (with the exception of the 2010 season which 
ended after DOY 255 due to power failure to the instruments and heavy crop damage 
following a hail storm). The plants collected were transported on ice to the laboratory for 
visual separation into green and dead leaves. The leaf area of the green leaves per plant 
was measured using an area meter (LI-3100, Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). Green LAI 
was determined by multiplying the green leaf area per plant by the plant population 
(plants m-2) within the sampling plot. The green LAI values from all six plots were 
averaged to provide a field-level green LAI. Crop phenological stage (Abendroth et al., 
2011) was also recorded for each plot on each LAI sampling date. 
For the sites located in Israel, LAI measurements were an average of three 
measurements taken in the same field of view (FOV) as the spectral measurements using 
an AccuPAR LP80 ceptometer (Decagon Devices, Inc.) programmed differently 
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according to the manufacturer's instructions for potato and wheat. The leaf distribution 
parameter was set to 2.00 for potato and 0.96 for wheat. Since the ceptometer 
measurements used transmittance to estimate LAI, the study was limited to only the green 
up stage where the LAI measurements were a good proxy of green LAI. The values of 
replicate plots (same treatment) were averaged to create a field level green LAI value for 
each sampling date.  
 
2.2.2 Lab measurements 
Total canopy chlorophyll (Chl) was determined during the 2001-2005 field 
campaigns for maize (n = 189) and soybean (n = 72).  Firstly, we determined leaf 
chlorophyll a content using non-destructive leaf reflectance measurements (Ciganda et 
al., 2009; Gitelson et al., 2003a), collected with an USB2000 (Ocean Optics, Inc.) fitted 
with a leaf clip and a bifurcated fiber attached to a LS-1 tungsten halogen light source 
(Ocean Optics, Inc.). The leaf was held at 60° angle relative to the fiber and calibrated 
using a Spectralon coated 99% reflectance panel (Labsphere, Inc.). The following 
equation was used to determine the leaf chlorophyll a content in the upper canopy leaf for 
soybean and either the collar or ear leaf for maize (Ciganda et al., 2009): 
 
Leaf Chlorophyll (mg m-2) = 37.9 + 1353.70 * CIred edge    (2.1) 
 
The CIred edge is the same formulation as in Table 2.3 using the spectral ranges of 
725±5 and 785±15 nm for red edge and NIR, respectively. Equation 2.1 was calibrated 
with leaf pigment content determined analytically from circular punches and extracted 
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with 100% acetone (Lichtenthaler, 1987). A root mean square error (RMSE) of Chl 
estimation was less than 51 mg m-2 in the range of Chl content 2.44-918 mg m-2 for both 
crops (Ciganda et al., 2009).   
Total canopy Chl content was then determined as a product of leaf chlorophyll a 
content and green LAI: 
 
Canopy Chlorophyll (Chl, g m-2) = Leaf Chlorophyll * green LAI   (2.2) 
 
2.3 Canopy reflectance 
2.3.1 Hyperspectral reflectance  
For the sites located in Nebraska, canopy reflectance was collected using an all-
terrain sensor platform (Figure 2.3), with a dual-fiber system and two Ocean Optics 
USB2000 radiometers (Rundquist et al., 2004). One fiber was fitted with a cosine diffuser 
to measure incoming downwelling irradiance, and the second one measured upwelling 
radiance. The field of view of the upwelling sensor was kept constant along the growing 
season (approximately 2.4 m in diameter) by placing the radiometer at a height of 5.5 m 
above the top of the canopy.  Ten reflectance spectra were measured at each of 36 
collection points along access roads into each of the fields, and average reflectance 
represented each collection point. Measurements took about 5 minutes per plot and about 
30 minutes per field. The two radiometers were inter-calibrated immediately before and 
immediately after measurement in each field.  
Using hyperspectral aerial imagery, acquired over the study site by an AISA 
Eagle hyperspectral imaging spectrometer, it was shown that the canopy reflectance in 
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Figure 2.3: Image of the all-terrain field sensor Hercules 
 
the fields was spatially homogeneous; thus, reflectance spectra taken along access roads 
were representative of the field (Viña et al., 2011). Therefore, the remotely estimated 
green LAI may be compared with measured field level green LAI.  
For the sites located in Israel, canopy reflectance of potato and wheat were 
collected in clear sky conditions in a nadir orientation ±2 h from solar noon using an 
Analytical Spectral Devices (ASD) FieldSpec Pro FR spectrometer with a spectral range 
of 350-2500 nm and 25° field of view (FOV). For the purpose of this study, we only 
utilized the visible/near-infrared region with a spectral resolution of 1.4 nm. 
Measurements were an average of 20 readings taken 1.5 m above the ground with a FOV 
of approximately 0.35 m2 at the start of the season. Due to crop growth, the FOV was 
reduced to 0.13-0.26 m2 and 0.08 m2 for potato and wheat, respectively. Barium sulfate 
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(BaSO4) was used as the white reference for potato reflectance and a standard white 
reference panel (Spectralon Labsphere Inc.) was utilized for wheat reflectance.  
 
2.3.2 Multispectral reflectance 
The multispectral instruments were only used in Nebraska. Seven SKYE 
radiometers (SKR 1850, SKYE Instruments Ltd, Llandrindod Wells, UK), were used 
with four spectral bands: green (536.5-561.5 nm), red (664.5-675.5 nm), red edge (704.5-
715.5 nm), and NIR (862-874 nm). SKYE radiometers can measure downwelling 
irradiance with the aid of a cosine corrector. When used without the cosine collector, 
upwelling radiance can be measured within a 25° field of view.  
All SKYE instruments were mounted 6 m above the ground on a tower located in 
the middle of each field (Figure 2.4). For the irrigated fields, one downwelling and one 
upwelling instrument was installed. For the rainfed field, two upwelling instruments were 
installed 30 cm apart to monitor the impact of sensor placement on reflectance. This 
instrument orientation provided one set of measurements centered above the row and one 
set of measurements centered between the rows. Responses from the radiometers were 
recorded every second between 0500 and 1900 h (CDT) from which thirty minute 
averages were determined. Reflectance was determined by using a ratio of incoming 
irradiance and upwelling radiance collected by two four-band radiometers (see 2.4.3 
Multispectral reflectance for details).  
There were two different calibrations procedures applied. For the 2003-2005 data 
set pairs of instruments (downwelling and upwelling for each site) were assigned and 
calibrated together. These pairs were mounted on a goniometer; henceforth named as the  
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Figure 2.4: SKYE instruments mounted on the radiation tower over maize (Above) and a 
close-up image of the sensors (Below) 
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goniometer calibration, in the same orientation as that installed on each site (e.g. 
downwelling was facing upward, upwelling was facing the calibration panel). A large 
1.22 m x 1.22 m halon reference panel was used. Instruments were calibrated under clear 
sky conditions. The goniometer was inclined using a series of angle inclinations (15-75° 
at 5° increments). The calibration coefficient (CC) for each date is an average of the 
measurements collected. 
For the 2009-2012 data sets, the SKYE radiometers were calibrated based on their 
response to a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable light 
source in a uniform light source integrating sphere calibration system (OCL-61, 
Labsphere, Inc.); henceforth named the calibrated light source. Each SKYE sensor was 
placed flush with the integrating sphere exit port with the light output maintained at 
64,475 cd m-2. The output of spectral radiance at the band centers of the green, red, red 
edge, and NIR bands was 793.5, 1,236, 1,333, and 1,455 W m-2 sr-1 nm-1 respectively. The 
output (in mV) of the SKYE sensors for each spectral band is proportional to the spectral 
radiance received. As part of the calibration process, the SKYE sensor was rotated 90° 
between readings to account for alignment bias in the calibration. An average of four 
alignment readings, in mV, for each waveband (e.g. green, red, red edge, or NIR) was 
recorded for each instrument. Each radiometer was calibrated with and without the cosine 
corrector at the start of the 2010 season and either with or without the cosine corrector 
based on their installation orientation for subsequent years. A calibration coefficient was 
determined for each band based upon the mV response to the integrating sphere output. 
Sensors were calibrated prior to installation in the field and upon completion of the field 
season. They were calibrated after their removal from the field in their post-field  
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Table 2.2: Percent change in radiometer sensitivity to a calibrated light source prior to 
installation and after removal from the site for the A) 2010, B) 2011, and C) 2012 
growing seasons for each spectral band of seven radiometers tested. The post-season 
calibration included calibration before cleaning the sensor channels, filters, and cosine 
collectors (mentioned in Table as “dirty”) and after cleaning these parts (“clean”). The 
view of the instrument is also listed: downward (D) or upward (U) facing.   
A) 2010 growing season 
Instrument Field View Green Red Red Edge NIR dirty clean dirty clean dirty clean dirty clean 
A 1 U -4.99 -2.84 -3.25 2.35 -2.75 -2.24 -4.91 -5.04 
B 1 D -2.39 -2.83 -2.79 1.77 -3.73 0.74 -5.54 -3.48 
C 2 U -5.77 -4.79 -9.50 9.00 -5.07 -5.04 -7.34 -7.60 
D 2 D -11.03 -1.18 -4.42 0.70 -3.43 -1.23 -18.09 -3.55 
E 3 U -2.45 -0.75 -0.07 0.01 -0.28 -0.29 -2.57 -2.33 
F 3 D -1.51 1.61 -0.02 6.07 0.29 1.37 -3.33 4.35 
G 3 D -2.87 0.10 -2.79 0.94 -3.76 -0.13 -2.87 0.07 
 
B) 2011 growing season 
Instrument Field View Green Red Red Edge NIR dirty clean dirty clean dirty clean dirty clean 
A 1 U -5.94 1.49 -3.56 0.74 -0.67 2.02 -5.88 -4.54 
B 1 D -23.87 -0.03 -3.39 -1.12 -2.2 -0.5 -8.08 -3.00 
C 2 U -2.79 -0.28 -0.19 0.29 0.84 1.12 -2.4 -1.89 
D 2 D -10.02 -1.38 -5.23 0.36 -1.57 0.89 -8.29 -3.92 
E 3 U -7.26 -2.4 -1.76 -0.32 -1.18 0.67 -3.41 -1.67 
F 3 D -12.00 -1.67 -3.79 -1.74 -3.18 -0.67 -6.09 -3.32 
G 3 D -5.94 1.49 -3.56 0.74 -0.67 2.02 -5.88 -4.54 
 
C) 2012 growing season 
Instrument Field View Green Red Red Edge NIR dirty clean dirty clean dirty clean dirty clean 
A 1 U -7.62 -4.30 -4.46 -4.11 -3.81 -3.73 -9.49 -8.92 
B 1 D -4.94 -1.26 -3.24 -0.27 -3.93 -0.05 -10.66 -5.63 
C 2 U -6.81 -3.73 -6.08 -3.96 -4.42 -2.23 -5.04 -4.21 
D 2 D -3.76 5.15 -3.11 5.51 -42.06 -5.52 -8.01 -8.44 
E 3 U -4.51 -1.75 -4.59 -2.83 -2.28 -1.59 -4.28 -3.92 
F 3 D -3.16 -1.34 -2.58 1.28 -2.47 1.54 -6.16 -1.16 
G 3 D -3.87 -0.96 -3.88 -0.24 -37.41 -0.81 -9.02 -6.57 
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condition ("dirty") and again after being thoroughly cleaned ("clean") by wiping down 
the cosine corrector, removing spider silk in the sensor channels and washing the filters. 
The variation between the "dirty" and "clean" states each year is in Table 2.2. A marine 
sealant was applied around the cosine corrector to prevent water infiltration for the 
sensors used in the downwelling measurements so that the calibration values were 
relevant to the entire measurement period (otherwise, the periodic saturation and drying 
of sensors added noise that could not be corrected by the calibration procedure).  
Measurements of incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PARin) were 
obtained using point quantum sensors (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). A second point 
quantum sensor in the nadir direction was used as a quality control tool by examining the 
ratio of the SKYE and PARin sensors in the same orientation (i.e. ratio of downwelling 
instruments or ratio of upwelling instruments). The ratio for each SKYE band and the 
respective PARin sensor determined near solar noon (1330 CDT) was compared to the 
previous day's ratio. Deviances of 50% or greater between these ratios were flagged and 
provide an indication of change for the calibration coefficients (see 2.4.3 Multispectral 
reflectance for details).  
 
2.4 Data Processing 
2.4.1 Ground-data 
Since the green LAI of crops changes gradually during the growing season 
(Nguy-Robertson et al., 2012), destructive green LAI measurements for maize and 
soybean were interpolated either linearly (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) or using a spline 
function (Chapter 3 and Chapter 6) using known values of green LAI on sampling dates 
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for each field in each year. Interpolated green LAI values were then obtained for the dates 
when reflectance measurements did not coincide with the dates of destructive green LAI 
measurements.  
 
2.4.2 Hyperspectral reflectance 
Reflectance for maize and soybean was calculated as the median value of the 36 
collected reflectance measurements. Reflectance measurements were carried out during 
the growing season each year over the eight-year period. This resulted in a total of 314 
reflectance spectra for maize (47 in 2001, 30 in 2002, 92 in 2003, 30 in 2004, 53 in 2005, 
13 in 2006, 40 in 2007 and 9 in 2008) and 145 spectra for soybean (54 in 2002, 49 in 
2004, 26 in 2006 and 16 in 2008), which were representative of a wide range of green 
LAI variation found in maize and soybean cropping systems. A total of 54 spectra for 
potato and 20 for wheat were collected. 
Since a goal of this research was to find approaches applicable to satellite sensors 
(e.g. MODIS and MERIS), the collected field reflectance spectra were resampled by 
averaging the Ocean Optics data to simulate the spectral bands of MODIS (band 3/green: 
545 - 565 nm, band 1/red: 620 - 670 nm, and band 2/NIR: 841 - 876 nm) and of MERIS 
(band 5/green: 555 - 565 nm, band 7/red: 660 - 670 nm, band 8/red: 677.5-685, band 
9/red edge: 703.8 - 713.8 nm, band 10 NIR: 750 - 757.5 nm, and band 12/NIR: 771.3 - 
786.3). While the satellite hosting the MERIS sensor failed, the bands are still relevant 
since the ESA satellite Sentinel-2 will contain a sensor with the same bands. The launch 
data is currently estimated to be in 2014.  
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2.4.3 Multispectral reflectance 
To remove short-term variation in the data from rapidly changing environmental 
conditions in which the radiometers were exposed by unforeseen circumstances (e.g. 
birds, insects, spiders, etc.), the spectral band radiometer responses, in mV, were 
averaged over a 30 minute period. These 30-minute average responses were converted to 
irradiance and radiance values using the appropriate band calibration coefficients. Two 
different procedures were used depending on the calibration procedure described in 2.3.2 
Multispectral reflectance. 
For the goniometer calibration data collected in 2003-2005, pre- and post-field 
season calibration coefficients (CC) were compared for each individual band. If the 
difference between the pre- and post-field season calibration was less than 5%, then the 
pre-season CC was used. If not, the two coefficients were averaged and this averaged CC 
was applied 
For the calibrated light source data collected in 2009-2012, dates flagged by 
SKYE/PARin ratios were examined to determine if the change was related to major 
differences in sky conditions or if an outside factor was involved. For periods where the 
ratio changed due to overcast sky conditions, the ratio returned to the values achieved 
under sunny conditions as illumination conditions changed. These points were also 
identified by examining the raw PARin values, which were much lower during cloudy 
conditions. Points where the ratio did not return to similar values after monitoring sky 
conditions were marked as the point where the "dirty" calibration coefficient for that 
particular band may be applied. In cases where the "dirty" calibration varied less than 5% 
from the pre-season calibration, only the initial calibration coefficient was used. In the 
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instances where the difference between the "dirty" and "clean" calibrations was greater 
than 5%, the errors were assumed to be introduced by contaminants. The date where the 
largest difference between the SKYE/PARin ratio from the previous day occurs was 
utilized as the point where the post-season "dirty" calibration was applied. This method is 
preferable over a gradual application or an average of the corrected calibration from pre- 
to post-season coefficients since most changes occurred abruptly and could be identified 
as such in combination with the PAR albedo values. The contaminants consisted of 
primarily spider threads or insects blocking the sensor channels (Figure 2.5).  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Close-up of SKYE instruments to indicate how the sensors wells are more 
likely to be impacted by insects and spiders crawling inside. Instruments fitted with the 
cosine corrector were protected from insects and spiders. 
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The 30-minute averaged reflectance of spectral band “i” (ρi) was determined as 
the ratio of the 30-minute average upwelling radiance (RUW(λ)) and 30-minute average 
downwelling irradiance (IDW(λ)). Depending on the calibration procedure, the calibration 
coefficient (CC) was applied either to the instrument pair (CC UW(λ)-DW(λ); eq. 2.3) or 
individual instruments (CC UW(λ), CC DW(λ); eq. 2.4):    
 
ρi = RUW(λ) * IDW(λ)-1 * CC UW(λ)-DW(λ)      (2.3) 
ρi = (RUW(λ) *  CC UW(λ)) * (IDW(λ) * CC DW(λ)) -1     (2.4)  
 
Regardless of the calibration procedure used, the median of the 30 minute average 
reflectances between 10.5 and 15.5 h were used as the midday reflectance measurement 
in order to avoid skewing the data towards the minimum/maximum values of that day 
caused by drastic changes in the light conditions (overcast to sunny conditions) and to 
avoid bidirectional reflectance caused by low solar elevations.  This resulted in 2632 
spectra collected for maize (427 in 2003,  146 in 2004, 412 in 2005, 441 in 2009, 285 in 
2010, 554 in 2011, and 367 in 2012) and 616 spectra for soybean (286 in 2004, 142 in 
2010, and 188 in 2012). 
 
2.4.4 Satellite Imagery 
The satellite imagery examined in this research was from the MODerate Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The 250 m 8-day products from both Aqua (MYD09Q1) 
and Terra (MOD09Q1) sensors were utilized. The MODIS 8-day products were 
atmospherically corrected and the optimal surface reflectance pixel within each eight-day 
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window was identified using a constrained view-angle maximum value composite 
method (Huete et al., 2002). The date of pixel acquisition was used rather than the start 
date of the 8-day composite. The 250 m products contain only the red (620-670 nm) and 
NIR (841-876 nm) bands, thus the number of VIs examined using MODIS was limited 
(Chapter 6). The study area was within tile h10v04 and each field was comprised of 9 
pixels. To avoid mixed pixels the central pixel from each field was selected. 
 
2.4.5 Vegetation Indices (VIs) 
Vegetation indices are the spectral combination of different wavebands. While the 
VIs examined between chapters does vary, all of the VIs examined in this research are 
located in Table 2.3. The only unique VI formulation presented in this research is the 
Green WDRVI, which is based on a previously published wide dynamic range vegetation 
index (WDRVI). The only difference is that the red band was replaced with green. The 
logic behind this approach is to have an index that is not dominated by high NIR 
reflectance values paired with a visible reflectance band that is still sensitive to changes 
of green LAI at high values (see Chapter 1 for details). 
 As indicated in 2.3.1 Hyperspectral reflectance, MODIS and MERIS bands were 
used in the hyperspectral data set. MODIS bands were used unless a red edge band was 
required for the VI, then MERIS bands were utilized.  
 
2.4.6 Percentage of potential photosynthetically active radiation 
The potential PARin values (Figure 2.6) for each day (mol m-2 day-1; 
PARpotential) were determined using the method outlined in Weiss and Norman (1985). 
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Table 2.3: List of vegetation indices. The subscript indicates the satellite (M: MODIS, S: MERIS/Sentinel-2) and band utilized. 
Index Equation Reference 
Simple Ratio (SR) NIRM2 * Red M1-1 (Jordan, 1969) 
Normalized Difference Vegetation 
Index (NDVI) (NIRM2 - RedM1) * (NIRM2 + RedM2)
-1 (Rouse et al., 1974) 
Red Edge Inflection Point (REIP) 
Red Edge S9 + 45 *  
{[(Red S7+NIRS12) * 2-1) – Red Edge S9] *  
(NIRS10 – Red Edge S9)-1} 
(Clevers et al., 2000; 
Guyot & Baret, 1988) 
Green NDVI (Green NDVI) (NIRM2 - GreenM4) * (NIRM2 + GreenM4) -1 
(Gitelson & Merzlyak, 
1994) 
Red Edge NDVI (Red edge NDVI) (NIRS12 - Red EdgeS9) * (NIRS12 + Red EdgeS9) -1 
(Gitelson & Merzlyak, 
1994) 
Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation 
Index (OSAVI) (1+1.16)*(NIRM2 – RedM1) * (RedM1 + NIRM2 + 0.16)
 -1 (Rondeaux et al., 1996) 
Green Chlorophyll Index (CIgreen) (NIRM2 * GreenM4-1) - 1 (Gitelson et al., 1996) 
Red Edge Chlorophyll Index (CIred 
edge) 
(NIRS12 * Red EdgeS9-1) - 1 (Gitelson et al., 1996) 
Triangular Vegetation Index (TVI) 0.5 * [120 * (NIRM2 – GreenM4) - 200 * (RedM – GreenM)] (Broge & Leblanc, 2001) 
MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll 
Index (MTCI) 
(NIRS12 – Red EdgeS9) *  
(Red EdgeS9 – RedS7) -1 
(Dash & Curran, 2004) 
Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation 
Index (WDRVI) 
(α * NIRM2 - RedM1) * (α * NIRM2 + Red M1) -1 +  
(1 – α) * (1 + α)-1 
(Gitelson, 2004; Peng & 
Gitelson, 2011) 
Modified TVI 2 (MTVI2) 
1.5 * [1.2 * (NIRM2 – GreenM4) - 2.5 * (RedM1 - GreenM4)] *  
< sqrt{(2 * NIRM2 + 1)^2 – [6 * NIRM2 - 5 * sqrt(RedM1)] - 
0.5}>-1 
(Haboudane et al., 2004) 
Enhanced Vegetation Index 2 
(EVI2) 2.5 * (NIRM2 - RedM1) * (NIRM2 + 2.4* RedM1 + 1)
 -1 (Jiang et al., 2008; H. Q. Liu & Huete, 1995) 
Green Wide Dynamic Range 
Vegetation Index  (Green WDRVI) 
(α * NIRM2 – GreenM4) * (α * NIRM2 + GreenM4) -1 +  
(1 – α) * (1 + α)-1 
(Gitelson, 2004; Peng & 
Gitelson, 2011) 
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PARpotential can be separated into its direct (i.e. from the sun) and diffuse components 
(eq. 2.5). The direct beam component on a horizontal surface can be estimated using 
Beer's Law (eq. 2.6) where the direct component is corrected for solar zenith angle, θ, at 
half hour measurements in correspondence to instrument readings. The average PARin 
atthe top of the atmosphere is 600 W m-2. The extinction coefficient of light traveling 
through the atmosphere is 0.185. The average pressure at the three sites, 97.3 kPa 
(Standard Deviation: 0.77), was used in determining the ratio of actual pressure to 
pressure at sea level (101.325 kPa), P * P0-1. The optical air mass, m, was estimated using 
the solar zenith, θ (eq. 2.7). For the diffuse component (PARpotential(diffuse)), 0.4 is the 
fraction of the direct component that is scattered after average PARin at the top of the 
atmosphere is corrected for the solar zenith angle (eq. 2.8). Deviations of PARin from 
PARpotential are expressed as a percentage of PARpotential (%PARpotential, eq. 2.9). 
The %PARpotential was greater than 70% and 50% in more than 69% and 81% of the 
daily measurements respectively (Figure 2.6). 
 
PARpotential = PARpotential(direct) + PARpotential(diffuse)    (2.5) 
PARpotential(direct) = 600 exp[-0.185 (P * P0-1) m ] cosθ    (2.6) 
m = (cosθ)-1          (2.7) 
PARpotential(diffuse) = 0.4(600*cosθ – PARpotential(direct))    (2.8) 
%PARpotential = 100% – (PARpotential – PARin) * PARpotential-1 *100%  (2.9) 
 
2.4.7 Statistical analysis  
The statistical package R (V. 2.12.2) (R Development Core Team, 2010), Matlab 
(V. 7.9.0.529, The MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA), and Excel 2010 (V. 14.0, 
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Figure 2.6: Daily PARin where 100%, 70%, and 50% of PARpotential are indicated 
 
Microsoft Corp.) were used in statistical analyses including the best-fit functions,  
coefficients of determination (R2), standard error (SE), root mean square error (RMSE), 
coefficients of variation (CV),  standard deviation (σ), percent change, and interpolations 
(both linear and spline). 
The algorithm search engine Eureqa Formulize (v. 0.97 Beta) was utilized to 
identify and rank potential regression models that best correspond to the input data 
(Schmidt & Lipson, 2009). Users input the desired relationship, e.g. VI = f(green LAI), 
along with potential operations (e.g. addition, subtraction, exponential, power, etc.) and 
an error metric (e.g. minimize absolute error, R2, etc.). For this research, the fitness 
metric used to rank the best-fit functions constituted the minimization of the root mean 
square error (RMSE). The inverse of these relationships (i.e., green LAI vs. VI) was 
utilized for green LAI estimation using VIs and the summary statistics presented are 
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based on this relationship. This is preferable to using the VI vs. green LAI relationships 
since users are interested in estimating green LAI using VI values.  
One calibration/validation procedure utilized herein (Chapter 4) to determine the 
estimates of model coefficients, R2, SE, and CV was the k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation 
procedure (Kohavi, 1995).  CV is the standard deviation of the green LAI vs. VI 
relationship divided by mean value of green LAI. The data or subgroups (i.e., different 
crops - maize or soybean) were randomly divided into ten sets using a random sequence 
generator (random.org), nine of which were used iteratively for calibration and the 
remaining set for validation. This approach is also known as the leave-one-out cross 
validation (LOO-CV) approach if k equals the sample size of the data set. LOO-CV was 
utilized for developing the green LAI products (Chapter 6) from the close-range sensors.  
It is important to note that the R2 values, as well as SE and CV of green LAI 
estimation, represent the dispersion of the points from the best-fit regression lines. They 
constitute measures of how good the regression model (best-fit function) is in capturing 
the relationship between green LAI and VI. However, when the best-fit function is 
nonlinear, the R2 as well as the SE values may be misleading. To determine the accuracy 
of green LAI estimation in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we employed the noise equivalent 
(NE) of green LAI (Govaerts et al., 1999; Viña & Gitelson, 2005) that was calculated as:  
 
NEΔgreen LAI = RMSE(VI vs. green LAI) * [d(VI) * d(green LAI)-1]-1  (2.10) 
 
Where d(VI) * (green LAI)-1 is the first derivative of VI with respect to green LAI and 
RMSE(VI vs. LAI) is the root mean square error of the VI vs. green LAI relationship. 
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The NEΔgreen LAI provides a measure of how well the VI responds to green LAI across 
its entire range of variation. NEΔgreen LAI takes into account not only the RMSE of 
green LAI estimation but also accounts for the sensitivity of the VI to green LAI, thus 
providing a metric accounting for both scattering of the points from the best fit function 
and the slope of the best fit function.  
To test the applicability of VIs to estimate the green LAI of different crops with 
no algorithm re-parameterization, we performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
between the coefficients of the best-fit function for both species (maize and soybean) 
combined, versus the coefficients obtained for each individual crop (Ritz & Streibig, 
2008).  
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Chapter 3 : Using a simple radiometer to identify crop stage of 
development in maize and soybean 
3.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this research were to (1) determine temporal, diurnal and 
seasonal, behavior of reflectance in two contrasting (leaf structure and canopy 
architecture) crops, maize (Zea mays) and soybean (Glycine max) and (2) to remotely 
estimate stage of development in crops, as defined by the USA phenological Network and 
SpecNet, utilizing spectral spaces and VIs. 
 
3.2 Results and discussion 
3.2.1 Issues associated with long-term data collection 
The SKYE radiometers were calibrated by the manufacturer using pairs of 
sensors. The calibration recommended in this study does not require sensor pairs but 
instead provided an independent calibration of each sensor band. If one instrument and/or 
sensor band in an upwelling/downwelling pair were to fail prior to the post-season 
calibration, data from the one functioning unit is still valuable and another calibrated 
sensor can be used as a replacement for the malfunctioning unit.  
A summary of the changes in the calibration between the start and the end of the 
growing season ("dirty") and between the start of the growing season and after cleaning 
the instruments ("clean") is presented in Table 2.2. Overall the sensors deviated well 
below 20% (with only few exceptions) between the calibrations collected prior to and 
after the growing season in their "dirty" state. The differences were reduced to 9% or less 
once the sensors were cleaned. Differences between the "dirty" and "clean" conditions 
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were usually less in the downwelling sensors since the cosine collector prevented dust 
and insects from collecting in the sensor wells (Table 2.2). A deviation of 42% may be of 
concern if only one calibration coefficient was applied to the data; however, the 
application of a second calibration coefficient bypasses the error commonly caused by a 
rapid contamination of the sensor wells. As indicated for many of the bands in this study, 
the sensors are quite stable except when insects and/or spiders intruded into the sensor 
channels. For example, after cleaning only 7% of the visible sensor bands differed more 
than 5% from the pre-season calibration. The NIR band was the most variable where 33% 
of the bands varied more than 5%. However, none of the bands varied more than 9%.  
 
3.2.2 Diurnal reflectance  
Canopy reflectances in all four bands were higher at solar zenith angles exceeding 
70° (e.g. just after sunrise and just before sunset). Because specular reflectance was 
higher at these solar zenith angles, this impacted the bidirectional reflectance factor 
(Norman et al., 1985; Ranson et al., 1985). However, diurnal canopy reflectances varied 
little during periods of smaller (< 70°) solar zenith angles (between 10.5 and 15.5 h CDT 
and mostly clear skies for both maize (Figure 3.1A) and soybean (Figure 3.1B) when the 
canopy was at full cover (LAI above 3.0 m2 m-2). The minimal solar zenith angle for each 
day during the study ranged between 17.7° (DOY ~172) and 54.1° (DOY ~300). Even at 
DOY 300, the reflectance was relatively stable during this period (Figure 3.1C). During 
cloudy conditions the reflectance was also relatively stable (Figure 3.1D-E). Thus, the 
median reflectance ±2.5h from solar noon was representative of midday reflectance that 
is minimally sensitive to short-term instant reflectance variability and effect of solar  
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Figure 3.1: Diurnal behavior of SKYE reflectance during mostly cloud-free conditions 
for (A) maize, (B) soybean, and (C) the non-growing season. Diurnal behavior of SKYE 
reflectance during cloudy days for (D) maize and (E) soybean. Diurnal behavior of SKYE 
reflectance during periods of hotter, drier days for (F) maize, (G) soybean, and (H) the 
non-growing season. 
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Figure 3.1 (continued): Diurnal behavior of SKYE reflectance during mostly cloud-free 
conditions for (A) maize, (B) soybean, and (C) the non-growing season. Diurnal behavior 
of SKYE reflectance during cloudy days for (D) maize and (E) soybean. Diurnal behavior 
of SKYE reflectance during periods of hotter, drier days for (F) maize, (G) soybean, and 
(H) the non-growing season. 
 
zenith angle variability. Therefore, the median value of reflectances collected between 
10.5 and 15.5h was used as the midday reflectance. 
On some occasions, the visible reflectance increased at solar noon compared to 
the reflectance collected 2.5 h before or after solar noon (Figure 3.1F-H). Of the 1537 
midday reflectance measurements collected from all three fields in 2010 through 2012, 
243 midday reflectance measurements (15.8%) display a peak of 5% or greater. Of the 
measurements that contain the peaks, the average peak was 9.1% and the maximum peak 
was 23% greater at solar noon compared to the 2.5 h before or after.  
Similar trends in diurnal reflectance have been reported before and it was 
attributed to the variations to specular reflectance from plant, residue and soil, given the 
row structure and illumination angles (Ranson et al., 1985) or reduced shadowing when 
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the sun is highest for the day so that the canopy appears 'brighter' (Kimes, 1983). In 
addition, plant light protection mechanisms (photoprotection) may play a role, where 
absorption decreases as plants minimize excessive light striking the chloroplasts through 
leaf curling/folding and/or chloroplast avoidance movement (Zygielbaum et al., 2009, 
2012). However, this hypothesis would require that plants are able to recover after the 
peak at solar noon. These slight increases of reflectance occur more often when 
conditions are hot and dry and require further study to understand the reason behind this 
behavior in the diurnal reflectance. Since the solar noon peak is uncommon (occurrence 
in 15.8% of samples), it is a rather minor component of the variation in the data set.  
There is minimal variation between the spectral reflectance measurements from 
two downward facing sensors placed 30 cm apart (either directly over or between the  
 
 
Figure 3.2: The relationship between the maize reflectance determined from two 
upwelling radiance sensors in 2011. One sensor was placed over the row and another one 
between the rows. Both were paired with the same downwelling irradiance sensor and 
reflectance was calculated as a ratio of upwelling radiance to downwelling irradiance. 
The slope of each line was determined with intercept set to zero. 
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planting rows) on a rainfed maize dataset collected in 2011 for the entire growing season 
(Figure 3.2). The slopes of the relationship indicate that there are some differences 
between the two sensors at higher reflectance values. This was likely due to the 
placement of the sensor either over or between the rows. The signal from the sensor that 
was placed between rows was likely influenced by the soil component in the field of 
view, resulting in higher canopy reflectance values, than the signal from the sensor 
positioned over the crop row. The difference in reflectances was minimized when the 
vegetation fraction was above 60%. Regardless, the differences between the two sensors 
are rather minimal due to their placement 6 m above the canopy. At this height, the field 
of view contains multiple rows, thus both row and in-between row structure.  
 
3.2.3 Temporal behavior of reflectance during the growing season 
Temporal behavior of the midday reflectances during the growing season was in 
accord with that reported in previous studies of maize and soybean (Foerster et al., 2012; 
Kollenkark et al., 1982; Song, 1999; Verhulst et al., 2011). As the plants developed and 
LAI increased, green, red, and red edge reflectances decreased due to an increase in 
pigment absorption, while NIR reflectance increased due to leaf scattering (Figure 3.3). 
Of all the visible wavebands investigated, the red reflectance showed the greatest 
variation over the range of green LAI values; however, it saturated at LAIs greater than 3 
m2 m-2 (Figure 3.3). As LAI increased, NIR reflectance peaked and was the most variable 
around the time of tasseling in maize and maximal green LAI in soybean. In maize, when 
LAI decreased, the NIR reflectance gradually decreased during the early reproductive 
stages and then dropped rapidly during senescence. For soybean, the NIR reflectance  
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Figure 3.3: Temporal behavior of median reflectance collected between 10:30 and15:30 
CDT for A) maize and B) soybean during a year with typical weather conditions. Crop 
green leaf area index (green LAI) is indicated.  
 
remained almost invariant at the top of season (DOY ~225) when green LAI was around 
3 m2 m-2, and began to decrease near the time of instrument failure on DOY 255. For 
maize, grain maturity occurred around DOY 270 when green LAI was below 2 m2 m-2. 
At this time, the green, red, and red edge reflectances increased rapidly.  
While the midday reflectance at each day of year (DOY) removed most of the 
variation within a specific date, it does not remove all possible variation. Plants at the 
same development stage with the same LAI may have different reflectance due to 
different weather conditions affecting the light climate inside the canopy deviating from 
the general trend in the temporal behavior (Figure 3.4). During periods of predominantly 
diffuse PAR (cloudy days), the light penetrates somewhat uniformly into the canopy from 
all directions. Self-shadowing decreases and therefore, a larger fraction of the upwelling 
radiation is from “illuminated” vegetation and soil rather than from shaded components 
of the vegetation and soil when the direct beam dominates. Thus, a relative increase in  
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Figure 3.4: Median daily maize reflectance, collected at rainfed site in 2011, plotted vs. 
day of year (DOY) for incident irradiance either greater or below 50% of PAR potential. 
Decrease in incident irradiance and its subsequent decrease in direct component leads to 
an increase in reflectance in all spectral bands studied. 
 
crop canopy reflectance occurs during cloudy conditions (Deering & Eck, 1987; Gitelson, 
2003; Schaaf & Strahler, 1993). These points can easily be removed from a data set using 
%PARpotential to identify predominantly cloudy days. 
Sensors set up for diurnal monitoring can capture reflectance on days of cloud 
cover when satellite- and airborne-based sensors cannot; however, the increase in 
reflectance due to increase of the ratio of diffuse to direct light can result in an 
underestimation of a biophysical property when used in a model calibrated with 
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reflectances collected under sunny conditions. Fortunately, these low light levels can be 
easily identified. While we excluded these data in this study, one could use incoming 
radiation as a parameter in developing these relationships as was done for gross primary 
production estimation (Peng & Gitelson, 2011). 
 
3.2.4 Two-dimensional spectral spaces 
While the daily temporal behavior indicated similar patterns between reflectance 
bands in the visible spectral range, important additional information can be extracted 
when examining spectral spaces. Spectral spaces are relationships between reflectances in 
different spectral bands. Thus, this approach capitalized on the different band information 
content and provided additional information regarding vegetation physiological and stage 
of development. Gitelson et al. (2002) demonstrated that spectral spaces in visible ranges 
are useful in estimating vegetation fraction when using a data set of multiple crops with 
various soil backgrounds.  However, when using a high temporal resolution data set, such 
as provided by SKYE, one can also monitor stage of development of a crop remotely. 
Up to five distinct vegetative growth stages were clearly identifiable using 
reflectances in the red vs. green spectral space: soil/residue, green-up, peak vegetative, 
senescence, and soil/stover/residue stages (Figure 3.5A, Figure 3.6). The soil/residue 
lines were similar for both crops since the soil type and land management practices were 
similar. While most of the variation in reflectances for the soil/residue line was likely due 
to changes in soil moisture (Lobell & Asner, 2002), reflectance varied minimally during 
this stage.  
Both crops had a similar green-up stage where both red and green reflectance 
rapidly synchronously decreased. The red reflectance changed 1.9 times faster than green  
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Figure 3.5: Two dimensional spectral spaces formed by median midday rainfed A-B) 
maize or C-D) soybean reflectances when PARin was > 70% of PAR potential collected 
in 2011 or 2012 respectively. Ranges of green leaf area index (green LAI) are shown. 
Maximal green LAI for maize (3.49 m2 m-2) was reached on DOY 216 and for soybean 
(3.31 m2 m-2) on DOY 230. 
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Figure 3.5 (continued): Two dimensional spectral spaces formed by median midday 
rainfed A-B) maize or C-D) soybean reflectances when PARin was > 70% of PAR 
potential collected in 2011 or 2012 respectively. Ranges of green leaf area index (green 
LAI) are shown. Maximal green LAI for maize (3.49 m2 m-2) was reached on DOY 216 
and for soybean (3.31 m2 m-2) on DOY 230.  
 
reflectance in maize and 1.6 times faster in soybean. When vegetation fraction exceeds 
70%, slope of the relationship red reflectance vs. green reflectance decreased. The red 
reflectance was nearly invariant while green reflectance still changed for both maize and 
soybean. Thus, both crops had a distinct “vegetation line” (Gitelson et al., 2002). 
A major change in the red vs. green reflectance behavior occurred at the onset of 
senescence: the green reflectance remained relatively low (~6% in maize and ~9% in 
soybean) and virtually invariant, while red reflectance increased drastically (from 3% to 
12% in maize and to 15% in soybean). Thus, this plant stage of development can be 
clearly identified. Both crops had a similar soil/stover/residue line that was offset from 
the soil/residue line at the start of the growing season. In minimum-till management 
systems, fresh stover and residue have a distinctly different spectral characteristic from 
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pre-planting conditions. Fresh stover and residue is usually brighter than the background 
soil. After harvest the remaining residue will begin to decompose and become 
incorporated into the soil, thus reducing its reflectance (Streck et al., 2002). That was 
why the soil/stover/residue line appeared higher and longer than soil/residue line. By the 
beginning of the next growing season, the reflectances will overlay onto the soil/residue 
line of the previous year with some variation due to different decay rates, crop type from 
previous year, etc. 
The shape of the red edge vs. green relationship was nearly identical to the red vs. 
green relationship in maize (Figure 3.5C). In soybean, there was no difference between 
the green-up and peak vegetative stage (Figure 3.5D), thus this relationship is not as 
useful as the red vs. green relationship.  Likewise, the red vs. red edge relationship has 
overlaps between stages in maize (Figure 3.5E). However, the red vs. red edge 
relationship in soybean has a more distinct separation such that the overlap of the green-
up and senescence stages is minimized (Figure 3.5FC). Therefore, for soybean the red vs. 
red edge reflectance relationship would be more beneficial than the other spectral spaces 
examined for identifying developmental stage without ancillary data (see 3.2.6 Using 
spectral spaces to identify ).  
NIR vs. red relationships have been widely used in previous studies (Ayyangar et 
al., 1980; Broge & Leblanc, 2001; Gobron et al., 1999). For this relationship, four distinct 
classes were identified for maize (Figure 3.5G) and three for soybean (Figure 3.5H). 
Stover did not influence the NIR vs. red relationship in contrast to the red vs. green 
reflectance relationship. This was because the leaves scatter more light in the NIR region 
than do soil and brown leaves. Once the crop fully senesced or was harvested and the  
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leaves are redistributed, the NIR reflectance reached its minimum. While soil moisture 
had an impact on the soil/stover/residue line (decreasing visible reflectance), the 
remaining chlorophyll in the residue leaf material also impacted the reflectance. Thus, red  
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Figure 3.6: Images acquired from the rainfed fields for both maize and soybean. Images 
selected represent crop developmental stages identified in the spectral space.  
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reflectance still varied and this was why the range of the soil/stover/residue line of maize 
was larger than the soil/residue line of soybean. 
Another and major difference between maize and soybean occurred during the 
transition stages of green-up and senescence. For soybean, red reflectance changed at a 
rate approximately 1.6 times faster than NIR reflectance during green-up and nearly the 
same rate of change (1.4 times) during senescence. However, in maize this rate during the 
green-up stage was 6.4 times faster. In the senescence stage, NIR reflectances changed 
faster (1.3 times) than red reflectance, indicating that leaf architecture was changing 
faster than chlorophyll degradation.  
Differences between maize and soybean in the NIR vs. red reflectance 
relationships can be explained by the different developmental patterns of these crops. 
During the green-up stage, maize primarily grows vertically, thus the scattering of NIR 
reflectance by maize leaves is minimized until the leaves fully mature in the peak 
vegetative stage when green LAI is greater than 3 m2 m-2 (Figure 3.6). Soybean expands 
both vertically and horizontally (Figure 3.6) and, thus, scattering in the NIR, occurs 
simultaneously with the absorption of red light by chlorophyll. For more examples of 
spectral spaces see Appendix B: Additional data for determining stage of development. 
 
3.2.5 Vegetation Indices 
VIs were designed to capture the variation of reflectance in several spectral bands 
and reduce this information into a number that can be related to a property of the 
vegetation. The various VIs investigated had distinct temporal behavior (Figure 5). 
However, while soil/residue and green up stages were distinguishable in maize, only the 
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soil/residue stage was recognizable in soybean. It was quite difficult to identify the end of 
peak vegetative stage in maize (Figure 3.7A), as well as beginning and end of this stage 
in soybean (Figure 3.7B).  In addition, soil/stover/residue stage is easily recognizable in 
soybean, it is not in maize. For more examples see Appendix B: Additional data for 
determining .  
The NDVI and EVI2 were unable to separate the soil background with or without 
fresh stover without reference to the day of year; however, for VARI, fresh stover caused 
values to drop below -0.2 (Figure 3.7). Therefore VARI may be useful in separating these 
classes. Unfortunately, this drop in values is rather short-lived in soybean. The residue for 
soybean is decomposes faster than maize. The soybean residue is also lighter and is easily 
redistributed by rain and wind. Thus, soil is quickly exposed and VARI values return pre-
season levels quickly.  
 
 
Figure 3.7: Temporal behavior of three vegetation indices for a A) maize site in 2011 
and a B) soybean site in 2012. Crop developmental stages identified in green vs. red 
reflectance relationships (Figure 3.5) are labeled in each panel.  
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An additional issue was that many VIs were also sensitive to plant stress. This 
was not surprising since the original purpose of many VIs was to monitor plant health. 
During periods of stress, the variation in the VIs adds 'noise' in the VI vs. DOY 
relationship. This made it more difficult to distinguish developmental stages. For 
example, the rainfed soybean field in 2012 experienced drought (Figure 3.7B) and the 
peak vegetative stage was not as clearly defined as it was in the maize data (Figure 3.7A). 
For an example of a clearly defined peak vegetative stage for soybean see Figure B.5C in 
Appendix B: Additional data for determining . When examining spectral spaces, this 
noise was not incorporated into the red vs. green reflectance relationship and the peak 
vegetative stage was clearly defined (Figure 3.5B).  
 
3.2.6 Using spectral spaces to identify crop developmental stage 
While this study has already identified crop developmental stages using spectral 
spaces, it is also possible to identify these stages without any ancillary data (e.g. day after 
planting) or context (e.g. reflectance values collected recently before or after point of 
interest). It was possible to identify the peak vegetative stage using VIs (see 3.2.5 
Vegetation Indices); however, it was impossible to differentiate between the green-up and 
senescence since they have similar VI values. Using the spectral spaces identified in 3.2.4 
Two-dimensional spectral spaces, we selected two spectral space diagrams (red vs. green 
reflectance and NIR vs. red reflectance) capable of distinguishing the green-up and 
senescence stage for maize (Figure 3.8A-B) and one (red vs. red edge) for soybean 
(Figure 3.8C). As identified in each of the figures, the NDVI values were approximately 
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0.45 or roughly half of the maximum NDVI values found at peak vegetative stage for 
both the green-up and senescence stages.  
For the red vs. green reflectance relationship in maize, the red and green 
reflectance was nearly equal for the green-up stage and red reflectance was higher for 
senescence. For the NIR vs. red reflectance relationship in maize, the green-up stage had 
higher NIR reflectance comparatively to the senescence stage for the same red 
reflectance. The difference between the two stages in maize for both relationships was 
most pronounced during normal growing conditions. When stressed (2012 was extremely 
dry even in irrigated fields), the differences between the green-up and senescence stages  
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Spectral spaces useful for identifying crop stage of development 
independently of ancillary data for maize (top row) and soybean (bottom row) 
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decreased and became nearly indistinguishable (Figure B.1F-G, Figure B.4F-G).  
While it may be possible to separate the green-up and senescence stages without 
any context (e.g. day of planting) using spectral spaces, it is still necessary to know the 
crop planted since this approach is species-specific. Thus, using spectral spaces for 
identifying the plant stage of development would be best suited for data sets using high 
temporal sensors or where some additional information (e.g. day of planting) was known. 
However, in areas of multiple cropping systems of the same crop, this approach may 
provide useful information to end users. For example, users who apply algorithms 
developed for specific growth stage needs to be able to accurately identify the crop stage 
of development before applying the algorithm. An examination of the reflectances in 
spectral space can provide this information. 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
This study determined that it is possible to deploy 4-band radiometers for accurate 
real-time monitoring of crop stage development and physiological status throughout the 
growing season. The calibration procedure using a calibrated light source was an 
effective method to determine calibration coefficients. This study also found that the 
median midday reflectance was a reasonable measure of reflectance for maize and 
soybean under varying weather conditions.  
The two-dimensional spectral spaces (e.g. relationships between reflectances in 
green and red spectral bands) were explored for detecting crop developmental stages in 
maize and soybean. Using the changes in sensitivity of each individual spectral band to 
crop status, five distinct vegetative growth stages were identified in both maize and 
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soybean. The behavior of these spectral spaces did vary between the two crops. Thus, 
they were species-specific. The red vs. green reflectance relationship separated the green-
up and senescence stages for maize and the red vs. red edge reflectance relationship 
separated the two stages for soybean. Future studies should be directed towards 
determining whether or not these stages can be discerned in other species or crop types 
and if the patterns identified are similar to those found in this study. It was shown that 
two-dimensional spectral spaces bring additional information to that of VIs and further 
studies should focus on understanding of value of information that spectral spaces bring.   
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Chapter 4 : Combining vegetation indices to achieve maximal sensitivity 
 
This chapter is based on the published paper: 
Nguy-Robertson, A.L. A.A. Gitelson, Y. Peng, A. Viña, T. Arkebauer, and D. Rundquist 
(2012) Green leaf area index estimation in maize and soybean: Combining vegetation 
indices to achieve maximal sensitivity. Agronomy Journal, 104(5): 1336-1347. 
Copyright ©2012 by the American Society of Agronomy, Inc. 
Used with permission – License Number: 3186560382042 
 
4.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this study were to: (1) test the performance of twelve VIs for 
estimating green LAI in maize (Zea mays) and soybean (Glycine max); (2) identify an 
algorithm that does not require re-parameterization for estimating green LAI in both 
maize and soybean (C3 vs. C4 crops); and (3) devise a “combined vegetation index” that 
is maximally sensitive to green LAI along its entire range of variability (i.e. 0 to more 
than 6 m2 m-2), and is applicable to current operational satellite-based sensors such as the 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Terra and Aqua satellites, or the 
European Space Agency (ESA) Medium Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MERIS).  
 
4.2 Results and discussion 
4.2.1 Temporal behavior of green leaf area index 
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While both maize and soybean undergo three major stages of development 
(green-up, reproductive, and senescence), the temporal dynamics of their green LAI are 
very different (Figure 4.1). In maize, the green-up period was longer (~20 days) than in 
soybean. Maize remained in the vegetative stage as green LAI increased until it reached 
the maximum green LAI, which occurred when silking began. There was a decrease in 
green LAI of about 1 m2 m-2 during the kernel development. Then, during the final stage  
before maturity (dent), green LAI dropped to nearly 0 m2 m-2 (Figure 4.1A). In contrast, 
soybean flowered before maximum green LAI was reached, which occurred during pod 
and seed development, and decreased once the plant reached full seed (Figure 4.1B). The 
ranges of maize and soybean green LAI variability were also different. In irrigated maize, 
the maximum green LAI reached 6.5 m2 m-2 while in soybean it did not exceed 5.5 m2 m-
2. For both crops, green LAI maxima in rainfed fields were typically lower than in 
irrigated fields (Figure 4.1, Table 2.1). Thus, the maximum green LAI differed on per 
crop (i.e., maize vs. soybean) and water status (i.e. irrigated vs. rainfed) bases.  
 
4.2.2 Sensitivity analysis of the VI vs. green LAI relationships 
All best-fit functions established between green LAI and VI for either maize 
(Table 4.1) or soybean (Table 4.2) were non-linear, and the shapes of the relationships VI 
vs. green LAI differed among VIs (Figure 4.2). For example, NDVI reached an 
asymptote at around 0.7 when green LAI was between 2 and 3 m2 m-2, and became 
almost invariant for green LAI > 4m2 m-2 in both maize and soybean (Figure 4.2B). This 
saturation of the NDVI (Figure 4.2B) reduces its functionality for green LAI estimation at 
moderate-to-high green LAI values, since it generates large uncertainty in model  
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Figure 4.1: Temporal dynamics of green LAI in (A) maize in 2007 and (B) soybean in 
2008, in both irrigated (solid line) and rainfed (dashed line) fields. Major crop growth 
stages (vegetative, reproductive, and senescence) are indicated. Bars represent one 
standard error of destructive green LAI determination at six intensive measurement zones 
in each field. 
 
inversions: almost the same value of VI corresponds to green LAI ranging from 4 to more 
than 6 m2 m-2. Several other normalized difference indices (green NDVI, red edge NDVI, 
EVI2, and WDRVI with α = 0.2), TVI and MTVI2 also showed different degrees of 
decreased sensitivity at moderate-to-high green LAI values (Figure 4.2C, D, E, H, J, K, 
L). SR had an exponential relationship with lower sensitivity to green LAI < 1 m2 m-2 
than to higher green LAI values (Figure 4.2A). For green LAI > 1 m2 m-2, the relationship 
between SR and green LAI was nearly linear. The relationships for CIs and the MTCI 
exhibited a similar shape, with an increase in slope at moderate to high green LAI (Figure 
4.2F, G, I).  
In this study, we found that among the twelve VIs examined, only the red edge 
NDVI (ANOVA: p = 0.36, n = 423, F = 1.09) and the CIred edge (ANOVA: p = 0.11, n = 
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423, F = 1.65) can be applied for maize and soybean with no re-parameterization of the 
model. Best-fit functions of the relationships green LAI vs. red edge NDVI and CIred edge 
for both maize and soybean are presented in Table 5. All other VIs were crop-specific 
(ANOVA: p < 0.001, n = 423, F > 4.5).  
As noted in the Materials and Methods (Section 2.4.7 Statistical analysis), R2 and 
SE may be misleading when comparing non-linear and linear relationships. For example, 
although the relationship NDVI vs. green LAI resulted in high R2 values, the slope of the 
relationship decreased as green LAI exceeded 3 m2 m-2 and became close to zero at green 
LAI values above 3.5 m2 m-2 for soybean and above 4 m2 m-2 for maize (Figure 4.2B). 
With the decrease in sensitivity of VIs to green LAI (i.e., when green LAI exceeds 3 m2 
m-2), the scattering of the points from the best-fit functions drops, as can be seen for 
NDVI, green NDVI, red edge NDVI and OSAVI (Figure 4.2B, C, D, E). Thus, most of 
the VIs had similar R2 and SE (Table 4.1 and Table 4.2) but very different shapes of the 
relationships VI vs. green LAI (e.g., increasing exponential decay in NDVI vs. 
exponential growth in SR). Therefore, a different accuracy metric, specifically the NE 
∆green LAI, was needed to compare the performance of VIs in estimating green LAI 
along its entire range of variation.  
Figure 4.3 displays values of NE ∆green LAI for normalized difference VIs, 
MTCI and ratio indices (SR, CIs). TVI and MTVI2 were not included in this analysis 
because their NE ∆green LAI values were always greater than those of normalized 
difference indices at low to moderate green LAI, and also were always greater than those 
of SR, CIs and MTCI at moderate to high green LAI. Therefore, TVI and MTVI2 did not  
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Figure 4.2: Vegetation indices plotted versus green leaf area index, green LAI: (A) 
Simple Ratio, (B) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), (C) green NDVI, 
(D) red edge NDVI, (E) Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI), (F) 
Chlorophyll Index Green (CIgreen), (G) CIred edge, (H) Triangular Vegetation Index (TVI), 
(I) MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index (MTCI), (J) Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation 
Index (WDRVI) α=0.2, (K) Modified TVI 2 (MTVI2), and (L) Enhanced Vegetation 
Index 2 (EVI2). In all panels – maize: open squares, solid line is best-fit function; 
soybean: closed triangles, dashed line is best fit function. The inverse of these 
relationships green LAI vs. VIs along with their summary statistics are shown in Tables 3 
and 4. 
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Figure 4.2 (continued): Vegetation indices plotted versus green leaf area index, green 
LAI: (A) Simple Ratio, (B) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), (C) green 
NDVI, (D) red edge NDVI, (E) Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI), (F) 
Chlorophyll Index Green (CIgreen), (G) CIred edge, (H) Triangular Vegetation Index (TVI), 
(I) MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index (MTCI), (J) Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation 
Index (WDRVI) α=0.2, (K) Modified TVI 2 (MTVI2), and (L) Enhanced Vegetation 
Index 2 (EVI2). In all panels – maize: open squares, solid line is best-fit function; 
soybean: closed triangles, dashed line is best fit function. The inverse of these 
relationships green LAI vs. VIs along with their summary statistics are shown in Tables 3 
and 4. 
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Figure 4.2 (continued): Vegetation indices plotted versus green leaf area index, green 
LAI: (A) Simple Ratio, (B) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), (C) green 
NDVI, (D) red edge NDVI, (E) Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI), (F) 
Chlorophyll Index Green (CIgreen), (G) CIred edge, (H) Triangular Vegetation Index (TVI), 
(I) MERIS Terrestrial Chlorophyll Index (MTCI), (J) Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation 
Index (WDRVI) α=0.2, (K) Modified TVI 2 (MTVI2), and (L) Enhanced Vegetation 
Index 2 (EVI2). In all panels – maize: open squares, solid line is best-fit function; 
soybean: closed triangles, dashed line is best fit function. The inverse of these 
relationships green LAI vs. VIs along with their summary statistics are shown in Tables 3 
and 4.  
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Table 4.1: Best-fit functions of the relationships between green leaf area index (green 
LAI) and vegetation indices (VI) obtained using a cross-validation procedure for maize; x 
= VI, y = green LAI, R2 is the coefficient of determination, and the SE is the standard 
error of the green LAI estimation, in m2 m-2.  
Index Equation green LAI vs. VI R2 SE 
SR y = x0.654 – 1.24 0.86 0.66 
NDVI y = log0.6[-1.37 * (x – 0.943)] 0.87 0.64 
Green NDVI y = -{2.44 * [ln(0.876 – x) + 0.66]} 0.87 0.63 
Red edge NDVI y = log0.716(0.88 – x) – 0.623 0.90 0.54 
OSAVI y = -[1.49 * ln(x) + 2.71] * ln(x) -1 0.81 0.78 
CIgreen  y = [0.694 * (x – 0.931)]0.971 0.89 0.59 
CIred edge y = [1.56 * (x - 0.15)]0.775 0.90 0.55 
TVI y = (0.113 * x)1.73 0.65 1.05 
MTCI y = (x – 1.49)0.926 0.85 0.69 
WDRVI α=0.2 y = log0.775(1.61 – x) + 1.61 0.88 0.60 
MTVI2 y = log0.81(1.05 – x) 0.67 1.01 
EVI2 y = (x + 0.863)4.08 – 0.863 0.63 1.07 
 
Table 4.2: Best-fit functions of the relationships between green leaf area index (green 
LAI) and vegetation indices (VI) obtained using a cross-validation procedure for 
soybean; x = VI, y = green LAI, R2 is the coefficient of determination, and the SE is the 
standard error of green LAI estimation, in m2 m-2. 
Index Equation green LAI vs. VI R2 SE 
SR y = 0.5 * [(x – 1.39)0.698]  0.89 0.51 
NDVI y = log0.37[x-0.526 – 1.03] 0.90 0.48 
Green NDVI y =sqrt[(0.964 – x)-1.48 – 2.35] 0.89 0.51 
Red edge NDVI y =ln[(0.805 – x)(1.92) – 0.82] 0.91 0.46 
OSAVI y =-[0.916 * ln(x-1) – 1.79]  * ln(x-1) -1 0.84 0.60 
CIgreen  y =[0.725 * (x – 1.08)]0.767 0.90 0.49 
CIred edge y =(1.16x)0.854 0.91 0.46 
TVI y =exp(0.0581x) – 1.06 0.60 0.95 
MTCI y =(x – 1.03)0.981 0.80 0.67 
WDRVI α=0.2 y =-{3.33 * [ln(1.79 – x) – 0.532]} 0.90 0.47 
MTVI2 y = 5.81x1.61  0.82 0.64 
EVI2 y =exp(2.12x) - 1.3 0.76 0.75 
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meet the criteria for determining the best indices either for low-to-moderate, for 
moderate-to-high, or for the entire range of green LAI. 
The normalized difference VIs had asymptotic relationships with green LAI 
(Figure 4.2B, C, D, H, L); thus, the NE ∆green LAI was lowest at green LAI below 2.5 
m2 m-2 for maize and below 2 m2 m-2 for soybean (Figure 4.3). SR and CIs had 
exponential relationships with green LAI (Figure 4.2A F, G); thus, the lowest values of 
NE ∆green LAI were at green LAI exceeding 3 m2 m-2 (Figure 4.3). Therefore, the 
normalized difference VIs were more accurate in estimating low-to-moderate green LAI 
while the ratio indices, SR and CIs, were more accurate in estimating moderate-to-high 
green LAI. 
While the relationship of MTCI with green LAI was asymptotic, the slope of the 
relationship was almost constant in a wide range of green LAI variation (Figure 4.2I). 
Therefore, for MTCI, NE ∆green LAI varied little throughout the entire range of green 
LAI (Figure 4.3). In the range of green LAI below 2.5 m2 m-2, the MTCI had lower 
accuracy than normalized difference VIs and almost the same accuracy as SR and CI 
indices. However, in the range of green LAI > 2.5 m2 m-2, it had lower accuracy than SR 
and CIs. Thus, it did not outperform normalized difference VIs or SR and CI indices in 
their respective regions of highest sensitivity to changes in green LAI.  
At moderate to high green LAI, the noise equivalents of normalized difference 
indices in soybean were higher than those in maize. This may be explained by the very 
different canopy architectures and leaf structures of these crops. For the same amount of 
foliar chlorophyll content, the chlorophyll density on the adaxial side of soybean leaves is 
higher than that in maize leaves, causing a higher absorption in the red range and thus 
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lower reflectance of soybean canopies: 2% for leaf chlorophyll above 500 mg m-2 
(Gitelson et al., 2005) compared to 3-5% of maize leaves. In addition, for the same green 
LAI, canopy reflectance of soybean in the NIR region was higher than that of maize: for 
green LAI around 5 m2 m-2, NIR reflectance was 60% in soybean vs. 40% in maize (Peng 
& Gitelson, 2011). Thus, for the same green LAI, especially within the moderate-to-high 
range, the NIR to red reflectance ratio is higher in soybean than in maize. Therefore, the 
value of green LAI above which the normalized difference indices became insensitive to 
green LAI was lower in soybean than in maize.  
 
  
Figure 4.3: Minimal and maximal values of the noise equivalent NE ∆green LAI for (A) 
maize and (B) soybean for groupings of vegetation indices demonstrating increase of NE 
(decrease in accuracy) at moderate-to-high green LAI (NDVI, green NDVI, red edge 
NDVI, OSAVI, and WDRVI), high NE at low-to-moderate green LAI (SR, CIgreen and 
CIred edge) and almost invariant NE throughout the entire dynamic range (MTCI). 
 
Analysis of the NE ∆green LAI of VIs (Figure 4.3) showed that for green LAI 
below 2.5 m2 m-2, normalized difference VIs had the lowest NE ∆green LAI, and thus 
highest accuracy of green LAI estimation, while SR and CIs had the highest accuracy for 
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green LAI > 3 m2 m-2 and were the best suited for estimation of moderate-to-high green 
LAI. Therefore, there was no single index that had the lowest uncertainties of green LAI 
estimation along the entire range of green LAI variation. In order to obtain the highest 
possible accuracy (i.e., lowest NE ∆green LAI) across the entire range of green LAI, we 
suggest using more than one VI in combination, i.e., a combined vegetation index (CVI).  
 
4.2.3 Combined vegetation index 
The CVI is comprised of two VIs that are the most accurate in green LAI 
estimation at different ranges of green LAI: the first index for low-to-moderate green LAI 
(below 2.5 m2 m-2) and the second index for moderate-to-high green LAI (above 2.5 m2 
m-2). While it is possible to scale the VIs in CVI to create a linear relationship, any scaled  
 
  
Figure 4.4: Noise equivalent NE Δgreen LAI of NDVI, SR and suggested combined 
vegetation index CVI{NDVI, SR} for (a) maize and (b) soybean. NDVI < 0.7 is the first 
index and SR is the second index. 
 
algorithm will be data-set dependent and may result in a decrease in the sensitivity of the 
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we suggest using NDVI as the first index and SR as the second index - CVI{NDVI, SR}. 
An NDVI value around 0.7 has been previously reported as a typical point where the 
NDVI vs. green LAI relationship becomes saturated (Gitelson et al., 2003b; Myneni et 
al., 1995). Therefore, we selected NDVI = 0.7 as a threshold for both maize and 
soybeans. In the range of NDVI from 0 to 0.7, the best fit functions of NDVI vs. green 
LAI for both crops were linear and, thus, NE ∆green LAI was constant and as low as 0.38 
m2 m-2 for maize (Figure 4.4A) and 0.4 m2 m-2 for soybean (Figure 4.4B).  
As green LAI exceeded 2.5 m2 m-2, the NE ∆green LAI of SR decreased and the 
accuracy of green LAI estimation increased for both species (Figure 4.4). When SR was 
above 5.7 (corresponding to NDVI =0.7), the best-fit function of SR vs. green LAI was 
linear and, thus, NE ∆green LAI was constant and equal to 0.68 m2 m-2 for maize (Figure 
4.4A) and 0.49 m2 m-2 for soybean (Figure 4.4B). A CVI comprised of two indices 
(NDVI and SR and, thus, using only red and NIR bands), was able to estimate green LAI 
ranging from 0 to more than 6 m2 m-2 with a RMSE below 0.72 m2 m-2 and a CV of 20% 
for maize, and a RMSE below 0.54 m2 m-2 and a CV of 23% for soybean. However, the  
 
Table 4.3: Best-fit functions of the relationships between green leaf area index (green 
LAI) and vegetation indices (VI) for both maize and soybean combined; x = VI, y = 
green LAI, R2 is the coefficient of determination, and the SE is the standard error of the 
green LAI estimation, in m2 m-2. 
 
Index Equation green LAI vs. VI R2 SE 
Red Edge NDVI y = (0.155x-1 - 0.173)-0.542 - 0.739 0.90 0.56 
CIred edge y = 1.11x0.898 0.91 0.54 
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algorithms relating green LAI and CVI{NDVI, SR} for maize and soybean required 
different coefficients (Table 4.3) and, thus, were crop specific. 
Alternatively, we suggest using the red edge NDVI as the first CVI index and the 
CIred edge as the second CVI index – i.e., CVI{red edge NDVI, CIred edge} (Figure 4.5) for 
data acquired by sensor systems containing red edge and NIR bands (e.g., MERIS, 
HYPERION). This combined index was not crop-specific, at least for the species 
evaluated (i.e., maize and soybean), which have quite contrasting leaf and canopy 
structures. Therefore, this CVI does not require re-parameterization, since the same 
algorithm coefficients can be applied to estimate green LAI in both crops (Table 4.4). 
Based on the NE ∆green LAI results, presented in Figure 4.5, we suggest using a 
threshold of red edge NDVI equal to 0.6. For the range of red edge NDVI of 0 to 0.6, the 
NE ∆green LAI was 0.46 m2 m-2 and for CIred edge above 3 (corresponding to the red edge 
NDVI value of 0.6) the NE ∆green LAI was 0.55 m2 m-2 (Figure 4.5). For both species, 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Noise equivalent NE Δgreen LAI of red edge NDVI, CIred edge and 
suggested combined vegetation index CVI{red edge NDVI, CIred edge} for maize and 
soybean combined. Red edge NDVI < 0.6 is the first index and CIred edge is the second 
index. 
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Table 4.4: Best-fit functions for combined vegetation indices (CVI) as used to estimate 
green LAI. CVI represents the combination of two vegetation indices where the first 
index (i.e., NDVI or red edge NDVI) are most sensitive to low-to-moderate green LAI 
and the second index (i.e., SR or CIred edge) are most sensitive to moderate-to-high green 
LAI. The threshold for NDVI was set at 0.7 and for red edge NDVI at 0.6. CV is 
coefficient of variation. 
Index Crop First index below threshold 
Second index above 
threshold 
CV 
(%) 
CVI{NDVI, SR} Maize 5.55 * (NDVI - 0.28) 0.286 * (SR + 1.0) 20 
CVI{NDVI, SR} Soybean 4.55 * (NDVI - 0.27) 0.161 * (SR + 3.2) 23 
CVI{Red Edge 
NDVI, CIred edge} 
Maize and 
Soybean 
7.14 *  
(red edge NDVI – 0.13) 
1.05 *  
(CIred edge – 0.63) 
20 
 
CVI{red edge NDVI, CIred edge} was able to estimate green LAI along its entire range of 
variation (i.e., 0 to > 6 m2 m-2), with a RMSE below 0.60 m2 m-2 and a CV of 19%.  
In applications where prior knowledge about crop type is available, using sensor 
systems containing red and NIR bands with spatial resolutions high enough to reduce the 
effects of mixed pixels, the CVI{NDVI,SR} is adequate. However, in many cases, there 
is uncertainty about the crop type present within a pixel (e.g., coarse spatial resolutions, 
mixed pixels, areas of crop rotation without prior knowledge of planted crops). Thus, the 
CVI{red edge NDVI, CIred edge}, having a unified algorithm for crops with different leaf 
and canopy structures (e.g., maize and soybean), brings an objective estimation of total 
green LAI, even in the case of mixed pixels and crops at different growth stages.  
We acknowledge that further research is needed to evaluate the CVI{red edge 
NDVI, CIred edge} in other crops. However, since in this study it was tested in crops that 
are very different (maize and soybean), it will likely be insensitive to leaf and canopy 
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structure of crops that are not as different. It is also important to investigate the reliability 
of the CVIs developed when applied to estimating green LAI in other vegetation types, 
such as grasslands and forests. Additionally, the calibration equations for the CVIs built 
with simulated MODIS and MERIS bands obtained from close-range hyperspectral data 
should be tested against actual MODIS and MERIS data. However, it is likely that these 
equations are reliable since it has been shown that the coefficients of the relationships 
between green LAI and WDRVI, when taken at close-range, remained the same as those 
applied to MODIS 250 m data, due to accurate atmospheric correction of the MODIS 250 
m surface reflectance product (Gitelson et al., 2007; Guindin-Garcia et al., 2012).  
The approach presented in this study is not limited to green LAI, as it may also be 
used for the remote estimation of other biophysical characteristics, such as vegetation 
cover, fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation and gross primary 
production. Nevertheless, the CVIs presented in this study may not constitute the best 
vegetation index combinations for measuring these other vegetation characteristics. 
Therefore, future studies are needed to investigate which VI combinations are the most 
appropriate for assessing other biophysical characteristics of vegetation.  
 
4.3 Conclusions 
Twelve vegetation indices, calculated from simulated spectral bands of MODIS 
and MERIS satellite sensors, were evaluated for remotely assessing green LAI in two 
crop species with contrasting leaf structures and canopy architectures, maize and 
soybeans. All VIs investigated had essentially non-linear relationships with green LAI, 
although with different sensitivities along the range of green LAI variability evaluated. 
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On this basis, we suggested combining vegetation indices that exhibit high sensitivity to 
changes in green LAI at particular ranges (i.e., low-to-moderate and moderate-to-high). 
When combined, these indices constitute suitable and accurate remotely sensed 
surrogates of green LAI along its entire range of variability. Specifically, we suggested 
combining the NDVI and the SR, CVI{NDVI, SR} to be used in the case of sensors with 
spectral bands in the red and NIR (e.g., MODIS 250 m, Landsat TM and ETM+), 
although this combined index is crop-specific and requires re-parameterization of the 
algorithm for each crop. Alternatively, if a band in the red-edge region is available (e.g., 
MERIS, HYPERION), we suggested combining the red edge NDVI and the CIred edge, 
CVI{red edge NDVI, CIred edge}. Since it was not crop-specific, this combined index was 
capable of estimating green LAI with high accuracy, thus providing a suitable procedure 
for remotely estimating green LAI of crops with contrasting canopy architectures and leaf 
structures.  
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Chapter 5 : Examination of vegetation indices for the remote estimation 
of green LAI in maize, potato, soybean, and wheat 
 
5.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this investigation were to: (1) test the performance of VIs in 
green LAI estimation in four different crop types: maize (Zea mays), potato (Solanum 
tuberosum), soybean (Glycine max), and wheat (Triticum sp.); and (2) determine potential 
VIs that can be used in a unified algorithm for green LAI estimation for the whole 
growing season with no re-parameterization for different crop developmental stages.  We 
examined the relationships between VI and green LAI, published previously, for  potato 
and wheat (Herrmann et al., 2011) and maize and soybean (Gitelson et al., 2003; Viña et 
al., 2011; Nguy-Robertson et al., 2012) as compared to the other respective crops using 
reflectance simulated in the spectral bands of the MODIS and MERIS/Sentinel-2 
satellite-based sensor systems. Then, we determined accuracy of the algorithms that were 
found to be the best for potato and wheat when applied to maize and soybean, and vice 
versa. Thus, we presented a suite of algorithms that can be used for four unrelated crops 
with very different leaf structures and canopy architectures. We also explored how the 
behavior of the VI vs. green LAI relationship varied between the green up and 
reproductive stages.   
 
5.2 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Relationships between VIs and green LAI for potato and wheat 
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Figure 5.1: Vegetation indices vs. green LAI for potato and wheat in green up stage. 
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Figure 5.1 (continued): Vegetation indices vs. green LAI for potato and wheat in green 
up stage.  
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sensitivity to moderate to high green LAI was less pronounced for REIP than for the 
normalized difference indices. Thus, the behavior of the relationships VI vs. green LAI 
for potato and wheat were consistent with previous studies in maize and soybean (Viña et 
al., 2011; Nguy-Robertson et al., 2012).   
 
5.2.2 Green LAI estimation in potato, wheat, maize and soybean  
One of the goals of this study was to determine if VIs found to be effective for 
estimating green LAI in maize and soybean (Viña et al., 2011; Nguy-Robertson et al., 
2012) are effective in estimating green LAI in potato and wheat. Similarly we also 
wanted to examine whether the REIP, which was accurate in estimating green LAI in 
potato and wheat (Herrmann et al., 2011), is able to accurately estimate green LAI in 
maize and soybean. Figure 5.2 provides best-fit-functions VIs vs. green LAI for all four 
species studied in the green up stage only and Table 2 includes the equations of the best-
fit functions for estimating green LAI using VIs. Notably, for different crops, grown in 
different environments, and treated differently, the best-fit functions were similar in 
shape for all VIs (six were presented in Figure 5.1). However, REIP and MTCI 
demonstrated strong deviation in slopes and intercepts for different species (Figure 5.2).  
The relationships between green LAI and VIs had very different shapes (Figure 
5.2) and may have similar determination coefficients, i.e., R2 values (Table 5.1). 
Therefore, to assess the performance of different VIs, it is important to use other metrics 
besides R2, such as the noise equivalent NEΔgreen LAI (see 2.4.7 Statistical analysis for 
details), as computed from the best-fit functions presented in Figure 5.2. This is essential 
when the relationship VI vs. green LAI is not linear. It allows the comparison of the  
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Figure 5.2: Best-fit functions of vegetation indices vs. green LAI relationships during the 
green-up stage for maize, potato, soybean, and wheat.  Best-fit functions green LAI vs. 
VIs are presented in Table 5.1.  
 
accuracy and the sensitivity of the VI to different green LAI values. For example, green 
NDVI has little dispersion from the best-fit function for all four crops (minimal R2 was 
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Table 5.1: Best-fit functions and determination coefficients, R2, for the green LAI vs. 
vegetation indices, VI, relationship during the green-up stage. 
Index Crop Equation green LAI vs. VI R2 
SR 
Maize y = [0.50 * (x – 1.31)]0.74 0.93 
Potato y = 0.20x 0.77 
Soybean y = [0.33 * (x – 0.86)]0.73 0.89 
Wheat y = 0.22x 0.69 
NDVI 
Maize y = -0.91x * (0.93x – 1)-1 0.93 
Potato y = -0.24 * (x - 0.95) -1 0.64 
Soybean y = -0.81x * (0.91x – 1) -1 0.88 
Wheat y = (1.63 – x)-4.67 0.79 
REIP 
Maize y = [0.19 * (719.6 – x)]2 0.88 
Potato y = [0.16 * (712.0 – x)]2 0.72 
Soybean y = exp[0.24 * (x-722.5)] 0.83 
Wheat y = [0.17 * (716.0 – x)]2 0.93 
Green NDVI 
Maize y = -(2.18x – 0.66) * (0.94x – 1) -1 0.94 
Potato y = (1.54 – x)-0.19 0.85 
Soybean y = -(3.17x – 0.98) * (1.16x – 1.36) -1 0.92 
Wheat y = (1.58 – x)-0.16 0.83 
Red Edge NDVI 
Maize y = -2.08x * (0.93x – 1) -1 0.94 
Potato y = (1.32 – x)-5.11 0.73 
Soybean y = -2.24x * (0.90x – 1) -1 0.94 
Wheat y = (0.63 + x)6.27 0.84 
CIgreen 
Maize y = 0.60x – 0.39 0.92 
Potato y = 0.44x1.30 0.85 
Soybean y = 0.45x – 0.18 0.89 
Wheat y = 0.57x 0.83 
CIred edge 
Maize y = 0.86x 0.94 
Potato y = 1.34x1.04 0.82 
Soybean y = 0.93x 0.92 
Wheat y = x1.16 0.85 
MTCI 
Maize y = 0.85x – 1.50 0.92 
Potato y = 2.27x – 2.57 0.58 
Soybean y = x – 1.28 0.90 
Wheat y = 1.72x – 2.67 0.86 
EVI2 
Maize y = 9.65x2 0.82 
Potato y = (1.55 –x)-3.31 0.40 
Soybean y = 7.02x2 0.73 
Wheat y = (x + 0.58)5.42 0.67 
Green WDRVI α=0.1 
Maize y = 7.90x – 1.28 0.93 
Potato y = (1.37 – x)-4.61 0.65 
Soybean y = 0.97x – 6.01 0.91 
Wheat y = 7.89x2 0.84 
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Red-edge NDVI, EVI2) saturates at high green LAI (Figure 5.2A). The saturation 
reduces the sensitivity of the VIs to moderate to high green LAI values. It can be seen 
clearly in Figure 5.3 where NE is plotted versus green LAI.  NEΔgreen LAI values were 
the highest for green NDVI as green LAI was above 2 m2 m-2 for potato, maize, and 
soybean (Figure 5.3A, C, D). For wheat (Figure 5.3B), the green NDVI shows less 
sensitivity than MTCI and CIgreen for green LAI above 3 m2 m-2 and the REIP has the 
highest sensitivity to green LAI between 2.5 and 4 m2 m-2. Ratio VIs, such as CIgreen,  
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Noise Equivalent of green LAI estimation for four VIs: (a) potato, (b) wheat, 
(c) maize, and (d) soybean during the green-up stage only.   
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CIred-edge, and SR were less sensitive at low green LAI compared to normalized difference 
VIs, but they were more sensitive to a higher values of green LAI (with lower NEΔgreen 
LAI) when green LAI exceeded 2-3 m2 m-2 (Figure 5.3). MTCI remained sensitive to 
green LAI throughout the entire dynamic range (Figure 5.3). REIP was sensitive 
throughout the entire dynamic range of green LAI for potato and wheat (Figure 5.3A, B); 
however it was much less sensitive to maize and soybean green LAI (Figure 5.3C, D). 
This result is likely due to differences in sample collection with many more samples 
collected for maize and soybean (especially samples with high green LAI) than for potato 
and wheat.  
While green LAI data were obtained very differently for species studied in Israel 
and in US (transmittance of canopy in Israel versus destructive green LAI measurements 
in US), as well as in very different climatic conditions and very different leaf structure 
and canopy architecture, for most VIs the relationships were quite similar for all four 
species. Differences between species (Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1) can be attributed to the 
differences in green LAI measurements and the temporal collection of measurements. 
While an algorithm for green LAI estimation in all four crops was developed, we did not 
present it in this study since the results may be misleading due to the differences in green 
LAI measurements and data collection. The algorithm is influenced predominantly by 
maize and soybean due to a sample size bias from the larger number of samples collected 
for these two crops. A more in-depth study using the same methodology of green LAI 
determination for all four species is needed to develop a unified algorithm that does not 
require re-parameterization for different species.  
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5.2.3 Hysteresis of VIs vs. green LAI relationships 
Reflectance and green LAI data for maize and soybean were obtained for the 
whole season including both the green-up and reproductive stages. Figure 5.4 shows the  
relationships of VI vs. green LAI for maize and soybean during the whole growing 
season. It was found that in both maize and soybean, determination coefficient values, R2, 
for the relationship REIP and MTCI vs. green LAI (Figure 5.4E-H) were lower than those 
for ratio VIs and normalized difference VIs, such as CIred edge (Figure 5.4A-B), and red 
edge NDVI (Figure 5.4C-D). With the same green LAI, REIP and MTCI were much 
lower in the reproductive stage than in green-up stage. It was especially pronounced 
when green LAI was below 3 m2 m-2. To the best of our knowledge, the relationship of VI 
vs. green LAI in different growth stages of crops was not previously studied in detail and 
we tried to understand and explain the reasons behind the hysteresis of these 
relationships. At least two factors contribute to the behavior of relationships between VIs 
and green LAI.  
 
5.2.4 Factor 1: Hysteresis of Chl content vs. green LAI relationship 
The hysteresis of the total Chl content vs. green LAI relationship is caused by 
differences in the greenness/Chl content of the leaves, with the same green LAI during 
both the green up and reproductive stages.  The metric used for determining green LAI by 
the conventional destructive technique is subjective. If leaves appear green, their areas 
are included in the green LAI determination regardless of their actual Chl content. A 
schematic representation of this factor is illustrated in Figure 5.5A. According to previous  
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Figure 5.4: Vegetation indices plotted versus green LAI in maize (left column) and 
soybean (right column) with the best-fit functions for green up and reproductive stages. 
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Figure 5.4 (continued): Vegetation indices plotted versus green LAI in maize (left 
column) and soybean (right column) with the best-fit functions for green up and 
reproductive stages. 
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Figure 5.4 (continued): Vegetation indices plotted versus green LAI in maize (left 
column) and soybean (right column) with the best-fit functions for green up and 
reproductive stages. 
 
studies (Ciganda et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2011), with the same green LAI, the Chl content 
in leaves in the green-up stage may be two fold higher than in the reproductive stage.  
 
5.2.5 Factor 2: Hysteresis of VI vs. canopy Chl relationship 
The hysteresis of the relationship VI vs. canopy total Chl content is caused by 
differences in the canopy architecture between the two developmental stages, green up 
and reproductive.  For the same total canopy Chl content, total biomass is higher in the 
reproductive stage than in the green-up stage. Thus scattering in NIR region, mainly   
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Figure 5.5: Relationship VI vs. green LAI is affected by two factors. A) Factor 1 is the 
hysteresis of the relationship total Chl content vs. green LAI caused by differences in the 
'greenness' of the leaves between stages.  Factor 2 is the direction of the hysteresis of the 
relationship VI vs. total Chl content caused by differences in the canopy architecture 
between these two stages which causes either (B) lower VI values during the green-up 
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stage or (C) higher VI values during the green-up stage. The result is either (D) a 
compensation of the two factors or (E) an exaggeration of the hysteresis. 
 
affected by total biomass, is higher in the reproductive stage than in green up stage. 
While reflectance in the visible range is mainly affected by canopy absorption, for the 
same total Chl content it remains almost the same in green-up and reproductive stages. 
Therefore, this factor causes (i) higher normalized difference and ratio VIs values in the 
reproductive stage than in the green up stage (Figure 5.4B,D, Figure 5.5B), and (ii) 
smaller REIP and MTCI values in the reproductive stage than in the green-up stage 
(Figure 5.4E-H , Figure 5.5C). With the same total Chl content, the REIP is lower 
because higher NIR reflectance in the reproductive stage shifts the red-edge inflection 
point towards shorter wavelengths (Figure 5.4E-F). MTCI, as REIP, is also lower in the 
reproductive stage. NIR and red-edge reflectances, which both are affected by canopy 
scattering, are higher in the reproductive stage than in the green-up stage. The red 
reflectances, which are governed by Chl absorption, are quite similar in both the green-up 
and reproductive stages. Thus, in the two developmental stages, the numerator of MTCI, 
ρNIR-ρred edge, remains almost the same, while the denominator (ρred-edge-ρred) is higher in 
reproductive stage; thus, MTCI in the reproductive stage is smaller than in green up stage 
(Figure 5.4G-H).  
 
5.2.6 Outcome of both Factors  
The VIs, which are indicators of total Chl content, are affected by factor 1 in the 
same way. They are higher in green-up stage than in reproductive stage.  Factor 2 affects  
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Figure 5.6: Vegetation indices plotted versus total canopy chlorophyll content in maize 
(left column) and soybean (right column) with the best-fit functions for green up and 
reproductive stages. 
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Figure 5.6 (continued): Vegetation indices plotted versus total canopy chlorophyll 
content in maize (left column) and soybean (right column) with the best-fit functions for 
green up and reproductive stages. 
 
VIs differently - for the same chlorophyll content / greenness, normalized difference and 
ratio VIs are lower in the green- up stage than in the reproductive stage (Figure 5.6A-D, 
Figure 5.5B). In contrast, REIP and MTCI values in the green-up stage are higher 
compared to that in the reproductive stage (Figure 5.6E-H, Figure 5.5C).  As a result, the 
effect of both factors on the VI vs. green LAI relationship leads to a decrease in the 
hysteresis between the green-up and reproductive stages for normalized difference and 
ratio VIs (Figure 5.5D) and an increase in this hysteresis for REIP and MTCI (Figure 
5.5E).   
 
5.3 Conclusions 
VIs utilized in estimating green LAI for maize and soybeans were applicable and 
found to be quite accurate in estimating green LAI for potato and wheat. It was shown 
that VI responses to green LAI are similar for all four crops. The normalized difference 
indices were more sensitive to low green LAI, while ratio indices were more sensitive to 
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moderate to high green LAI. MTCI is sensitive throughout the entire range of green LAI, 
but generally less sensitive than the normalized difference or ratio VIs in the LAI region 
where they are the most sensitive to green LAI. Due to different methodologies in 
measuring “ground truth” green LAI, it was impossible to confirm whether established 
algorithms for maize and soybean can be applied with no re-parameterization to wheat 
and potato and vice versa.  
The relationships green LAI vs. REIP and green LAI vs. MTCI are significantly 
different in green up and reproductive stages due to the influence of two factors that work 
in concert: differences in the 'greenness' of the subjective green LAI measurement and 
differences in the canopy structure.  Thus, algorithms for green LAI estimation using 
REIP and MTCI are different between the green up and reproductive stages and need to 
be re-parameterized for each stage. For ratio and normalized difference VIs, the two 
factors work in opposition; thus, they may be used to accurately estimate green LAI with 
no re-parameterization between the two major developmental stages. For all four crops, 
green and red-edge chlorophyll indices appear to be the most accurate for green LAI 
estimation. 
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Chapter 6 :  The use of close-range radiometers for MODIS product 
calibration 
 
6.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this study were to: (1) compare the reflectance and VI products 
collected from close-range- and satellite-based sensors collected over maize (Zea mays) 
and soybean (Glycine max); (2) develop linear thematic calibration algorithms for green 
LAI products designed for application in high spatial MODIS imagery from the close-
range sensors; (3) validate the green LAI products using 8-day 250 m MODIS satellite 
data, and (4) develop green LAI products for additional satellite sensors that can be 
applied in future studies. Since the green band has a relatively coarse pixel size (500 m),  
this generally results in mixed pixels in typically sized agricultural fields in Nebraska for 
this band. Therefore only the red and NIR bands (250 m) were studied in depth in this 
study. Because red and NIR were the only two bands examined, the number of VIs 
investigated in detail were limited to those containing these bands (NDVI, WDRVI, and 
EVI2).  
 
6.2 Results and discussion 
6.2.1 Comparison of the close-range and satellite reflectance products 
The temporal behavior of the reflectance products from all three sensors was 
similar for both maize and soybean (Figure 6.1). The satellite vs. close-range reflectance 
relationships indicated that both were similar for data collected from both the 
hyperspectral (OO: Figure 6.2), and multispectral sensors (SKYE: Figure 6.3). The  
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Figure 6.1: Temporal behavior of red (top row) and near infrared (NIR) (bottom row) 
reflectances (%) for satellite [MODIS (Terra)] and close-range [Ocean Optics, SKYE] 
sensors collected in 2004 over irrigated maize (left column) and rainfed soybean (right 
column) 
 
MODIS reflectance was slightly higher than the close range reflectance measurements 
(offset > 0 in all cases). For the red reflectance, hyperspectral reflectance measurements 
had the lowest RMSE (< 1.5%) and CV (< 20%) (Figure 6.2A-B); however, the NIR 
reflectance collected using the multispectral sensors had lower RMSE (< 5%) and CV (< 
15%) (Figure 6.3).  
The high negative bias and high CV for the SKYE sensors in the red reflectance 
relationship was because of water infiltrating the downwelling sensors. This problem was  
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Figure 6.2: Satellite [MODIS (Aqua or Terra)] reflectance plotted versus close-range 
Ocean Optics reflectance collected over maize (left column) and soybean (right column) 
with the 1:1 line, best-fit line, and sample number. The coefficient of determination (R2) 
was calculated from the best-fit line while the root mean square error (RMSE), 
coefficient of variation (CV) and mean normalized bias (MNB) was calculated from the 
1:1 line.  
 
identified in 2009 during the post-calibration process. During either irrigation or a rain 
event, water would penetrate the cosine corrector lowering the incoming light received. 
This increased the reflectance values during these periods since only the downwelling 
instruments were impacted. Over time the water evaporated and the measured reflectance 
returned to the 'expected' values. The presence of water did not impact the NIR  
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Figure 6.3: Satellite [MODIS (Aqua or Terra)] reflectance plotted versus close-range 
SKYE reflectance collected over maize (left column) and soybean (right column) with 
the 1:1 line, best-fit line, and sample number. The coefficient of determination (R2) was 
calculated from the best-fit line while the root mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of 
variation (CV) and mean normalized bias (MNB) was calculated from the 1:1 line. 
 
reflectance as strongly since the NIR reflectance values were much higher and the 
absorption by water was a small percentage of the total reflectance.  
The NIR reflectance accuracy was likely higher for SKYE because each 
reflectance measurement is an average of approximately 1800 scans (about one scan per 
second collected over a 30 minute time period). The OO sensor averages only 8 scans in 
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less than 30 seconds. Thus, variation in the canopy architecture impacting NIR caused by 
wind (Kuusk, 1991) has been reduced in the SKYE measurements.  
 
6.2.2 Comparison of the close-range and satellite vegetation index products 
The three VIs investigated in this study in detail were the NDVI, WDRVI α = 0.1, 
and EVI2 (see Table 2.3 for the formulations of these VIs). As was the case for the 
reflectance products, the temporal behavior of the VIs was similar for all sensors (Figure 
6.4). The MODIS VI products were biased such that the MODIS VIs were higher than 
those determined using close-range multiband sensors (SKYE: Figure 6.6). This was 
likely due to bias in the red reflectance mentioned above. The bias was small to non-
existent when MODIS VIs were compared to the close-range hyperspectral sensors 
(Ocean Optics: Figure 6.5). The NDVI values calculated using the Ocean Optics 
reflectance was the closest to those determined using the MODIS sensors (CV: Maize 
7.8%, Soybean 9.4%; Figure 6.5A-B); however, this was likely due to the strong 
saturation of the VI to high biomass and fewer points collected over bare or near-bare 
soil. This caused a disproportional number of points from both the close-range and 
satellite sensors to be similar. Despite the bias between some of the MODIS VI products 
and the close-range sensors, the error was reasonable for all relationships examined (CV 
< 18%). 
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Figure 6.4: Temporal behavior of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [NDVI] (top 
row), Wide Dynamic Range Vegetation Index [WDRVI α = 0.1] (middle row), and 
Enhanced Vegetation Index 2 [EVI2] (bottom row) for satellite [MODIS (Terra)] and 
close-range [Ocean Optics, SKYE] sensors collected in 2004 over irrigated maize (left 
column) and rainfed soybean (right column)  
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Figure 6.5: Satellite [MODIS (Aqua or Terra)] derived vegetation indices plotted versus 
close-range Ocean Optics derived vegetation indices collected over maize (left column) 
and soybean (right column) with the 1:1 line, best-fit line, and sample number. The 
coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated from the best-fit line while the root mean 
square error (RMSE), coefficient of variation (CV) and mean normalized bias (MNB) 
was calculated from the 1:1 line. 
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 Figure 6.6: Satellite [MODIS (Aqua or Terra)] derived vegetation indices plotted versus 
close-range SKYE derived vegetation indices collected over maize (left column) and 
soybean (right column) with the 1:1 line, best-fit line, and sample number. The 
coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated from the best-fit line while the root mean 
square error (RMSE), coefficient of variation (CV) and mean normalized bias (MNB) 
was calculated from the 1:1 line. 
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6.2.3 Close-range VI vs. green LAI relationships 
Since we have already shown that non-linear models are not ideal due to issues 
regarding sensitivity (see section 4.2.2 Sensitivity analysis of the VI vs. green LAI 
relationships), the focus of this section will be on the linear models of the VIs vs. green 
LAI (Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8). Rather than limit the calibrations, we will use all of the 
data we have available, even on dates when the MODIS imagery was not selected for the 
8-day composite. For the SKYE product, due to an abundance of reflectance data, only 
dates where destructive sampling of green LAI was examined to avoid bias due to the 
interpolation process.  
NDVI has an obvious non-linear behavior with green LAI (Figure 6.7A-B and 
Figure 6.8A-B). The green LAI vs. VI relationships for WDRVI and EVI2 were both 
reasonable (RMSE < 0.82 m2 m-2); however, these relationships were species-specific 
(ANOVA: F-value > 74, p-value < 0.001). Thus, we propose separate green LAI products 
for maize and soybean respectively. Despite the differences in the methodology for 
collecting the reflectance data (e.g. point measurements vs. measurements collected along 
the access road), band centers of the reflectances utilized (e.g. averaged to MODIS bands 
vs. fix SKYE bands), and differences in sample number in calibration of the algorithms, 
the green LAI products created from the two sensors examined were still quite similar.  
There was overlap of the first standard deviation of the green LAI products created with 
the different sensors (Figure 6.9).  
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Figure 6.7: Vegetation index versus green LAI relationships developed using the close-
range Ocean Optics sensor over maize (left column) and soybean (right column). The 
linear best-fit relationship is indicated. 
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Figure 6.8: Vegetation index versus green LAI relationships developed using the close-
range SKYE sensor over maize (left column) and soybean (right column). The linear 
best-fit relationship is indicated. 
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Figure 6.9: First standard deviations from the Vegetation index versus green LAI 
relationships developed using both close-range sensor Ocean Optics sensor over maize 
(left column) and soybean (right column). Darker areas indicate overlap between the 
products between sensors. 
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6.2.4 Application of the close-range relationships to satellite data 
When the algorithms identified in above were applied to the MODIS VI products 
to estimate green LAI (Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11), the results indicate a reasonable 
amount of error (CV < 34%). The results for estimating green LAI in maize using 
WDRVI α = 0.1 green LAI product from the Ocean Optics (RMSE = 0.54 m2 m-2; CV = 
16.8%) and SKYE (RMSE = 0.69 m2 m-2; CV = 21.5% ) sensors calculated from the 250 
m MODIS Terra reflectance product (MOD09Q1) were in accord with the Guindin-
Garcia et al. (2012) study using only MODIS Terra data to develop and validate the green 
LAI vs. WDRVI  α = 0.1 relationship (RMSE = 0.59 m2 m-2; CV = 16%).  The RMSE 
and CV was higher when the WDRVI green LAI products developed using the Ocean 
Optics (RMSE = 0.66 m2 m-2; CV = 21.7%) and SKYE (RMSE = 0.75 m2 m-2; CV = 
24.5%) sensors were applied to the MODIS Aqua (MYD09Q1) reflectance. However, 
these values were still reasonable and fall within the range of error (CV: 14-52%) 
estimated previously when using the MODIS 1,000 m LAI product provided by the Land 
Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (Tian et al., 2002).   
The estimation of green LAI using WDRVI α = 0.1 had lower error compared to 
EVI2 primarily because the algorithms for WDRVI were more accurate at low green LAI 
(Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11). The maize green LAI products algorithms were more 
accurate than the soybean green LAI products for both VIs. This was likely due to poor 
estimation of green LAI at higher values in soybean. Since the change from green-up to 
senescence was rapid in soybean (Figure 4.1), the spline interpolations of the destructive 
measurements of green LAI likely overestimated the green LAI during these periods.  
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Figure 6.10: Green LAI estimated using MODIS reflectance and algorithms developed 
using close-range Ocean Optics sensor versus destructively measured green LAI. The 1:1 
line, sample number, root mean square error (RMSE), and coefficient of variation (CV) is 
indicated. 
 
Since this approach proved successful for MODIS satellite imagery, it is possible 
to apply this same approach to other satellite sensors. We suggest averaging the 
hyperspectral data to the specific sensor examined to produce satellite-specific products 
(Table 6.1); however, for multiband sensors this averaging is not possible and the number 
of green LAI products produced will be limited to the spectral ranges of the sensors used 
(Table 6.2). Fortunately, the green LAI products are similar between sensors (Table 6.1). 
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Figure 6.11: Green LAI estimated using MODIS reflectance and algorithms developed 
using close-range SKYE sensor versus destructively measured green LAI. The 1:1 line, 
sample number, root mean square error (RMSE), and coefficient of variation (CV) is 
indicated. 
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Table 6.1: Green LAI products developed for application to various satellite sensors 
using the close-range reflectance data. Vegetation index formulations followed those 
presented in Table 2.3. The bands (e.g. green, red, red edge, NIR) utilized by each 
vegetation index were averaged from the hyperspectral data to simulate the bandwidth 
and spectral range of the specific satellite sensor indicated.  
Applicable Satellite Sensor Crop Equation RMSE (m2 m-2) 
MODIS Maize Green LAI = 4.9*WDRVI – 0.36 0.55 
MODIS Maize Green LAI = 8.5*EVI2 – 1.07 0.81 
MODIS Maize Green LAI = 0.58*CIgreen – 0.09 0.57 
LandSat Maize Green LAI = 0.48*CIgreen + 0.14 0.57 
Sentinel-2 Maize Green LAI = 0.74*MTCI – 0.46  0.65 
Sentinel-2 Maize Green LAI = 0.65*CIred edge + 0.64 0.59 
Sentinel-3 Maize Green LAI = 0.82*CIred edge + 0.56 0.57 
Venμs Maize Green LAI = 0.22*CIred edge + 1.07  0.72 
MODIS Soybean Green LAI = 3.4*WDRVI – 0.15 0.46 
MODIS Soybean Green LAI = 5.9*EVI2 – 0.86 0.66 
MODIS Soybean Green LAI = 0.39*CIgreen + 0.14 0.52 
LandSat Soybean Green LAI = 0.31*CIgreen + 0.28 0.51 
Sentinel-2 Soybean Green LAI = 0.79*MTCI – 0.38 0.65 
Sentinel-2 Soybean Green LAI = 0.61*CIred edge + 0.43 0.48 
Sentinel-3 Soybean Green LAI = 0.83*CIred edge + 0.37 0.48 
Venμs Soybean Green LAI = 0.13*CIred edge + 0.72 0.57 
 
Table 6.2: Green LAI products developed for application to various satellite sensors 
using the close-range reflectance data. Vegetation index formulations followed those 
presented in Table 2.3. Simulating band width and spectral range was not possible for the 
SKYE multi-spectral sensor.   
Applicable Satellite Sensor(s) Crop Equation RMSE (m2 m-2) 
LandSat/MODIS Maize Green LAI = 5.4*WDRVI – 0.24 0.69 
LandSat/MODIS Maize Green LAI = 9.1*EVI2 – 1.16 0.77 
LandSat/MODIS Maize Green LAI = 0.71*CIgreen – 0.41 0.76 
Sentinel-2/ Sentinel-3/ Venμs Maize Green LAI = 0.86*CIred edge + 0.33 0.76 
LandSat/MODIS Soybean Green LAI = 3.8*WDRVI – 0.56 0.37 
LandSat/MODIS Soybean Green LAI = 7.4*EVI2 – 1.88 0.49 
LandSat/MODIS Soybean Green LAI = 0.40*CIgreen – 0.17 0.94 
Sentinel-2/ Sentinel-3/ Venμs Soybean Green LAI = 0.72*CIred edge + 0.13 0.83 
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shifts in band center and width will impact green LAI products based on the red edge 
band compared to similar products based on other visible/NIR spectral regions.  
 
6.3 Conclusions 
The results from this study indicated that reflectance and VI products collected 
from close-range sensors were related to products collected from satellites. The close 
relationship in reflectance and VIs allowed for the development of high spatial (250 m) 
MODIS green LAI products.  Development was successful using models based on data 
taken by both multispectral and hyperspectral sensors oriented either as a point sensor or 
collected along a track respectively. This indicated that this method was not sensitive to 
different methodologies of close-range data collection.  
However, the models using the red edge range of the spectrum were sensitive to 
the band centers and band width. This is due to the rapid change in reflectance in the red 
edge region. Thus, red edge range has a great potential for estimating vegetation 
biophysical characteristics. It may be tested further using data from near future satellite 
Sentinel-2 having two red edge bands. While we provided potential green LAI products 
applicable to various satellite sensors, future work is needed to verify these products in 
these sensors.  
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Chapter 7 : Summary and recommendations for future work 
Close range remote sensing techniques have been shown to be effective for 
determining crop stage development and estimating green leaf area index (LAI). Both 
vegetation indices (VIs) and 2-dimensional spectral spaces were capable of identifying 
crop developmental stages.   
A new approach was explored for maximizing the sensitivity of VIs to green LAI. 
Rather than use just one VI, we suggested using multiple VIs in different dynamic ranges. 
Thus, the sensitivity of the VI to the green LAI is preserved and simple linear models 
could be used instead of complex non-linear ones. Two versions of this combined 
vegetation index (CVI) were proposed. One used the commonly found bands red and NIR 
and the second used the red edge and NIR bands. A normalized difference index was 
suggested for the low-to-moderate range of green LAI and either the simple ratio or 
chlorophyll index was suggested for the moderate-to-high green LAI range.  
The algorithms developed for estimating green LAI maize and soybeans were 
tested for LAI estimation in potato and wheat. The most promising VIs for developing a 
unified algorithm utilized either a green or red edge band. It was also noted that there is a 
hysteresis between green LAI and VIs based on both the differences in the greenness of 
leaves between the green-up and senescence stages and from canopy architecture. While 
this study did not examine the hysteresis in estimating other biophysical characteristics, 
the research does lend itself to suggest that other biophysical characteristics are likely 
impacted by the phenomena as well.  
This study confirmed that reflectance and VI products collected from satellite 
sensors related closely to products developed at close-range. This allowed for the 
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development of green LAI products at close-range for the application to satellite imagery. 
The approach was verified using two different close-range sensors using different 
methodologies. The green LAI products developed herein but not tested in this study 
(e.g., Landsat, Sentinel-2 and -3) need to be thoroughly validated on data collected from 
these sensors. The results suggest that the approaches to estimate crop developmental 
stages and green LAI developed using close-range sensors presented in earlier chapters 
are applicable to satellite imagery.  
The data sets herein have substantial potential for future work. A few 
recommendations include: 
(1) Using the approaches herein, examine estimating additional biophysical 
characteristics (e.g. gross primary production, biomass, etc.) 
(2) Examine spectral spaces with additional bands (e.g. blue, mid-IR, etc.)  
(3) Determine if the approach using spectral spaces will work for other crops and 
vegetation types 
(4) Examine the spectral spaces for camera-based values 
(5) Determine if there is an 'ideal' waveband for an unified algorithm for all four 
crops 
(6) Apply/validate the approach for developing green LAI products from close-
range to satellite sensors to additional satellite sensors (e.g. Landsat, 
Wordview-2, etc.) 
(7) Determine the spatial resolution necessary for using point sensors for accurate 
estimation of biophysical characteristics 
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(8) Use close-range reflectance and VI products for interpolating satellite 
products to produce high spatial and temporal data sets (e.g. data fusion) 
(9) Quantify the difference in leaf greenness between the green-up and 
senescence stages
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Appendix A: Abbreviations 
2-D – Two-dimensional  
3-D – Three-dimensional 
CALMIT – Center for Advanced Land Management Information Technologies 
CC – Calibration coefficient 
CI – Chlorophyll index 
CV – Coefficient of variation 
EVI2 – Enhanced vegetation index 2 
IUW(λ) – Downwelling irradiance 
MERIS – Medium resolution imaging spectrometer 
MNB – Mean normalized bias 
MODIS – Moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer 
NDVI – Normalized difference vegetation index 
RUW(λ) – Upwelling radiance 
REIP - Red edge inflection point 
ρi – Reflectance at i band 
m – Optical air mass 
MTCI – MERIS terrestrial chlorophyll index 
MTVI2 – Modified triangular vegetation index 
OSAVI – Optimized soil-adjusted vegetation index 
P – Pressure measured 
P0 – Pressure at sea level 
PARin – Incoming photosynthetically active radiation 
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PARpotential – Potential photosynthetically active radiation for a give date 
%PARpotential – Percentage of the potential photosynthetically active radiation 
R2 – Coefficient of determination 
RMSE – Root Mean Square Error 
SE – Standard Error 
σ – Standard deviation 
SR – Simple ratio 
TVI – Triangular Vegetation Index 
VI(s) – Vegetation Ind(ex/ices) 
WDRVI – Wide dynamic range vegetation index 
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Appendix B: Additional data for determining stage of development 
 
 
Figure B.1: Red vs. green reflectance relationships for the remainder of the sites from 
2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is indicated. For 
the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be larger than the 
values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.1 (continued): Red vs. green reflectance relationships for the remainder of the 
sites from 2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is 
indicated. For the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be 
larger than the values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.2: Red edge vs. green reflectance relationships for the remainder of the sites 
from 2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is 
indicated. For the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be 
larger than the values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.2 (continued): Red edge vs. green reflectance relationships for the remainder 
of the sites from 2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) 
is indicated. For the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be 
larger than the values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.3: Red vs. red edge reflectance relationships for the remainder of the sites from 
2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is indicated. For 
the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be larger than the 
values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.3 (continued): Red vs. red edge reflectance relationships for the remainder of 
the sites from 2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is 
indicated. For the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be 
larger than the values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.4: NIR vs. red reflectance relationships for the remainder of the sites from 
2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is indicated. For 
the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be larger than the 
values indicated in the range.  
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Figure B.4 (continued): NIR vs. red reflectance relationships for the remainder of the 
sites from 2010-2012. Day of year (DOY) and the range of green LAI (green LAI) is 
indicated. For the peak vegetative stage (gray circles), the maximal green LAI will be 
larger than the values indicated in the range. 
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Figure B.5: Temporal behavior of three vegetation indices for the remainder of the sites 
from 2010-2012. Crop developmental stages identified in green vs. red reflectance 
relationships (Figure B.1) are labeled in each panel.  
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Figure B.5 (continued): Temporal behavior of three vegetation indices for the remainder 
of the sites from 2010-2012. Crop developmental stages identified in green vs. red 
reflectance relationships (Figure B.1) are labeled in each panel. 
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